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STATEMENT OF ISSUES

I. THE STATE’S PROSECUTORIAL DISCRETION IN SEEKING DEATH AGAINST
HUTTO WAS NOT BASED ON UNJUSTIFIABLE STANDARDS NOR ARBITRARY
CLASSIFICATION.

II. THE TRIAL COURT PROPERLY FOUND THAT HUTTO WAS COMPETENT TO
STAND TRIAL.

III. TO THE EXTENT THAT ONE OF FOUR OF HUTTO'S STATEMENTS TO LAW
ENFORCEMENT MAY HAVE BEEN TAKEN IN VIOLATION OF HIS FIFTH
AMENDMENT RIGHT TO COUNSEL, ANY SUCH VIOLATION WOULD BE
HARMLESS BEYOND A REASONABLE DOUBT AS THE STATEMENT WAS NOT
A CONFESSION, WAS NOT OTHERWISE INCULPATORY, AND WAS CUMULATIVE
OF OTHER ADMISSIBLE EVIDENCE, AND BECAUSE OF THE OVERWHELMING
EVIDENCE OF HUTTO’S GUILT.

IV. THE TRIAL COURT PROPERLY SUBMITTED THE “PRIOR VIOLENT FELONY”
AGGRAVATING FACTOR TO THE JURY.

V. THE TRIAL COURT PROPERLY EXCLUDED INADMISSIBLE HEARSAY
TESTIMONY FROM HUTTO’S EX-WIFE AT THE PENALTY PHASE.  THE TRIAL
COURT ALSO PROPERLY PREVENTED A SOCIAL WORKER FROM TESTIFYING
OUTSIDE THE SCOPE OF HER EXPERT QUALIFICATIONS.

VI. AUTOPSY PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE VICTIM WERE PROPERLY ADMITTED INTO
EVIDENCE BECAUSE THEY SUPPLEMENTED THE EXPERT PATHOLOGIST’S
TESTIMONY AND ILLUSTRATED THE CAUSE OF DEATH.

VII. HUTTO’S RIGHT OF CONFRONTATION WAS NOT VIOLATED.

VIII. A STATE WITNESS’S BRIEF, NONDESCRIPT REFERENCE TO A “THREAT” WAS
NOT EVIDENCE OF A PRIOR BAD ACT, AND EVEN IF IT WAS, IT WAS NOT USED
TO SHOW CONFORMITY THEREWITH.

IX. EVIDENCE OF THE VICTIM’S CHARACTER WAS PROPERLY ADMITTED.

X. THE TRIAL COURT PROPERLY REFUSED AN INTOXICATION INSTRUCTION
BECAUSE INTOXICATION IS NOT A VALID LEGAL DEFENSE TO A CRIMINAL
CHARGE.

XI. CRIME SCENE INVESTIGATOR RATHER’S TESTIMONY THAT A SMEARED RED
STAIN INSIDE THE BOX CONTAINING THE VICTIM’S BODY “APPEARED TO BE
BLOOD” WAS AN ADMISSIBLE LAY OPINION. 
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XII. THE TRIAL COURT PROPERLY PERMITTED THE JURY TO CONSIDER THE
UNDERLYING FELONY AS AN AGGRAVATING FACTOR IN SENTENCING. 

XIII. HUTTO’S SENTENCE OF DEATH IS NEITHER CONSTITUTIONALLY NOR
STATUTORILY DISPROPORTIONATE TO THE HEINOUS CRIME HE COMMITTED.

XIV. HUTTO IS NOT ENTITLED TO RELIEF BASED ON CUMULATIVE ERROR AS HE
FAILS TO SHOW THAT A SINGLE ERROR OCCURRED. 

STATEMENT OF THE CASE AND PROCEDURAL HISTORY

This appeal arises from the September 13, 2010, brutal murder of eighty-one-year-old Ethel

Winstead Simpson.  After becoming a person of interest in Ms. Simpson’s murder and two unrelated

crimes, James Cobb Hutto, III was arrested on September 17, 2010 in Lee County, Alabama.  C.P.

142.  On March 1, 2011, Hutto was indicted for capital murder, with the underlying offense of

robbery. C.P. 12.

On November 1, 2011, defense counsel filed a motion for a mental examination to determine

Hutto’s competency to stand trial.  C.P. 27-31.  The trial court granted the motion and ordered a

mental evaluation to determine competency.  C.P. 32-33.  On April 22, 2013, the court held a hearing

on Hutto’s competence to stand trial.  T. 221-226.  The defense rested on the mental evaluation

report, and the trial court found Hutto competent to stand trial.  T. 221-226; C.P. 160.

In granting Hutto’s motion for change of venue, the trial court ordered venue to be transferred

from the Second Judicial District of Hinds County to Lafayette County.  C.P. 97-99.  Further, the

trial court ordered that upon completion of jury selection in Lafayette County, the selected jurors

would be transported and sequestered in Hinds County for trial.  C.P. 99.

Trial commenced on May 13, 2013, with jury selection completed on May 18, 2016.  T. 498,

1486.  Thereafter, the jury heard six days of testimony.  T. 1605-2345.  The jury retired to deliberate

on May 25, 2013, and returned a verdict the same day, finding Hutto guilty of capital murder.   T.
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2411.  After an overnight recess, the sentencing jury heard two days of testimony.  T. 2457- 2584. 

After deliberations, the jury reached a verdict which read as follows:

We, the jury, unanimously find from the evidence beyond a reasonable doubt that the
following facts existed at the time of the commission of the capital murder:

The defendant actually killed Ethel Simpson. 

Next we, the jury, unanimously find that the aggravating circumstances of : murder
in the Commission of a felony: robbery[;] the capital offense was especially heinous,
atrocious or cruel[;] conviction of a prior violent crime exist beyond a reasonable
doubt and are sufficient to impose the death penalty and that there are insufficient
mitigating circumstances to outweigh the aggravating circumstances, and we further
find unanimously that the defendant should suffer death.

C.P. 234-235; T. 2646. 

Hutto subsequently filed a motion for a new trial which was denied by the trial court.  C.P.

279, 289.  Hutto perfected his appeal, in which he raises fourteen issues for this Court’s

consideration.  As the following discussion demonstrates, each of the Appellant’s issues is either

procedurally barred or is devoid of legal merit.  Accordingly, Hutto’s conviction and sentence should

be affirmed.

STATEMENT OF FACTS

On September 13, 2010, eighty-one-year-old Ethel Simpson went to Baptist Healthplex in

Clinton, as she did every day.  T. 1633, 1640-41.  Sometime during her visit, Ms. Simpson

encountered a young man who was working out at the facility.  T. 1641.  The man had signed his

guest pass as “Jameson Hutton.”  T. 1832.  But it would later be discovered that “Jameson Hutton”

was James Cobb Hutto, III.  T. 1833.  The two established a rapport, and after learning that his car

had broken down, Ms. Simpson drove Hutto to the Comfort Inn in Clinton, where he was staying

while in town.  T. 1691.  Ms. Simpson’s friend, Jan Cossitt, who was also the Healthplex program

director, had been contacted by another Healthplex employee who was concerned that Ms. Simpson
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left with the stranger, who had been acting peculiarly while at the facility.  T. 1650, 1687-88.  Cossitt

called Ms. Simpson to check on her and inquire why she would “take up with a total stranger.” T.

1691.  Ms. Simpson responded that she felt sorry for the young man and felt that she needed to help

him because he had the same type of cancer that her husband died from.  T. 1691.  But Ms. Simpson

did not tell her friend that she had plans to meet up with Hutto later that evening. 

Ms. Simpson left her home between 6:30 and 7:00 that evening and picked Hutto up from

the Comfort Inn.  T. 1720-21, 1729.  The two drove to Vicksburg where they had dinner at Rocky’s

Restaurant in the Riverwalk Casino.  T. 1796, 1866.  After dinner and drinks, Hutto played the slot

machines for a while before the pair left.  T. 1872  Surveillance video showed that the pair left

Riverwalk at 11:30 p.m. with Hutto driving and Ms. Simpson in the passenger seat.  T. 1863, 1874.

Surveillance video from the Comfort Inn showed Hutto arriving alone at the hotel in Ms. Simpson’s

car roughly an hour after leaving the casino.  T. 1884-86.  He then went to his room for

approximately six minutes, emerged in a different outfit, and left the hotel without checking out. 

T. 1887; Exhibits 17A and 17B.  Hutto drove back to Vicksburg to gamble at Ameristar casino.  T.

1900.  Surveillance video showed that he arrived at the Ameristar at 1:15 a.m., still driving Ms.

Simpson’s car, without Ms. Simpson.  T. 1899-1900.  Hutto wiped down the rear driver’s side

bumper of Ms. Simpson’s car before entering the casino.  T. 1902.  Hutto gambled for approximately

an hour before leaving the Ameristar in Ms. Simpson’s car at 2:11 a.m.  T. 1904.  A tag reader

camera captured an image of Hutto traveling east-bound on I-20 in Rankin County, traveling toward

Alabama at approximately 3:00 a.m.  T. 1838.

When Ms. Simpson did not return home the next morning, her brother, Thomas Winstead,

with whom she lived, called Ms. Simpson’s son, Ken Simpson, who lived in Houston, Texas.  T.

1730, 1733.  Mr. Winstead had called his sister’s cell phone between 2:00 and 3:00 a.m., and she
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had not answered.  T. 1730.  Ken Simpson called some of his mother’s friends, as well as

establishments she was known to frequent, attempting to discover his mother’s whereabouts, with

no success.  T. 1733-34.  Ken Simpson then contacted the Clinton Police Department to initiate a

missing person report.  T. 1734-35.  

Ms. Simpson’s decomposing body was discovered three days later on a hog farm in rural

Hinds County, outside the Edwards city limits, just half a mile off of I-20. T. 1930-31, 1936, 1940,

1943.  Her body was partially covered by an empty hog feed container, which had a smeared, red

substance inside near the victim’s head and hands.  T. 1931, 1966.  The State’s forensic pathologist,

Dr. Adele Lewis, determined that Ms. Simpson died from severe injuries to her head and neck.  T.

2302.  Ms. Simpson suffered blunt force injuries to her head, an ear to ear skull fracture, a broken

neck, a crushed windpipe, and fractured spine.  T. 2295-2301.  Dr. Lewis opined that bleeding of the

muscle which covered the windpipe indicated that the victim had either been strangled or suffered

a severe blow to the neck.  T. 2300.

Investigation conducted by numerous law enforcement officers from several jurisdictions

revealed Hutto’s movement and activities on the days leading up to Ms. Simpson’s murder were as

follows.  On September 8, 2010, Hutto, who is from Jasper, Alabama, sent text messages to Sherri

Lawson, an ex-girlfriend, claiming that he only had a short time to live because he had cancer and

that he wanted to see her.  T. 1609.  Lawson, who lived with her aunt in Clinton, reluctantly agreed

to see him.  T. 1609.  Hutto claimed that he was in Las Vegas, had won a bunch of money, bought

a car, and would be driving from Las Vegas to see her.  T. 1609. Hutto did in fact arrive in Clinton

on September 10, but not from Las Vegas.  A sales receipt showed that he had purchased a used

Camaro from a dealership in Birmingham on September 10.  T. 1619.

Hutto picked Lawson up from her home that Friday and the two checked in to the Comfort
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Inn in Clinton.  T. 1611-13.  Lawson registered the room in her name because Hutto did not have

identification.  T. 1613.  Lawson spent the night with Hutto, but worked at a local festival from 9:00

a.m. to 10:00 p.m. both Saturday and Sunday.  T. 1614.  Hutto called Lawson Saturday while she

was at work and told her that his car had broken down and he had it towed back to the hotel.  T.

1615.  He further advised that he was “trying to find a way to get his car running again.”  T. 1615. 

The next day Hutto’s car was towed to a local repair shop.  T. 1616.  Before Lawson left Hutto on

Monday morning, Hutto gave her the impression that “he was trying to find a way to get back to

Alabama.”  T. 1616.  He told her that he was just going to leave the Camaro at the repair shop, and

he gave her the paperwork in case she wanted to pay to have the car repaired to keep for herself.  T.

1617.

Later that day, Hutto went to the Baptist Healthplex, located just half a mile from the

Comfort Inn.  T. 1626.  Several employees and patrons described Hutto as being very loud and

boisterous, to the point of appearing to be “on something.”  T. 1628, 1636, 1637, 1642-44, 1662,

1670.  After engaging Ms. Simpson, he told two of her friends that his Porsche had broken down and

that he was a war veteran and champion cage fighter.  T. 1662, 1668.

It is apparent from the timeline established through the Riverwalk Casino, Comfort Inn, and

Ameristar surveillance videos that Hutto murdered Ms. Simpson sometime between 11:30 p.m. and

12:30 a.m.  Also, when Ms. Simpson’s body was discovered, she was wearing the same clothes she

wore to dinner that Monday night with Hutto.  T. 1852.  

After law enforcement determined that Hutto was the last person seen with Ms. Simpson,

Clinton Police Department officers began searching for him.  On Friday, September 17, 2010,

Hutto’s phone was traced as being in or around Columbus, Georgia, which lies near the

Alabama/Georgia line.  T. 1781, 1798, 1831, 2163, 2133.  U.S. Marshals Service deputies contacted
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surrounding law enforcement agencies to be on the lookout for Hutto and/or Ms. Simpson’s

Mercedes.  T. 2133, 2157.  An Auburn Police Department Officer spotted the silver Mercedes and

began following it.  T. 2135.  After sufficient back-up arrived, the Auburn Police Department Officer

initiated a traffic stop.  T. 2135-2136.  When Hutto did not comply with commands to exit the

vehicle, he was physically removed and taken into custody.  T. 2137-2138, 2145, 2180.  Hutto was

transported to the Lee County, Alabama Sheriff’s Department, where, after being Mirandized, he

gave several statements to law enforcement.  Exhibits 58A, 58B.

Pertaining to the murder of Ms. Simpson, Hutto admitted to authorities that he went to dinner

at the casino with Simpson on the evening of the day they met.  Exhibit 58A.  However, he claimed

that an individual named Mark Cox had been following him, and that Cox was the one that killed

Ms. Simpson.  Exhibit 58A.  But evidence presented at trial showed that Hutto met Cox on the very

day he was apprehended, three days after Ms. Simpson’s murder.  T. 2224, 2245.  The evidence also

showed that not only had Cox not been in Mississippi at the time of Ms. Simpson’s murder, but that

he had not left the state of Alabama in years.  T. 1977-78, 2225, 2227, 2231, 2235-36.

 In his first statements to law enforcement, Hutto described the victim as a “sweet old lady.”

T. 1836, Exhibit 58A.  He appeared to weep when he spoke of her death.  Exhibit 58A.  However,

during statements given days later, Ms. Simpson was “a horny old broad” who had sex with him the

very day they met.  Exhibit 58B.

Forensic evidence presented at trial showed that Ms. Simpson’s blood was on the Nike flip

flops Hutto wore on the night of the murder, which were recovered from the floorboard of Ms.

Simpson’s car when Hutto was apprehended.  T. 2264, 2313.

After being found guilty of the capital murder of Ms. Simpson, the sentencing phase

commenced.  The State reintroduce all the evidence from the guilt phase of this trial.  T. 2457.  The
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State also admitted into evidence a certified copy of the judgement of conviction of a prior violent

felony, sexual contact by forcible compulsion, Hutto committed in Alabama.  2458-60, Exhibit 74. 

The State also presented testimony from the victim’s son and brother.  

The defense presented testimony from Hutto’s mother, ex-wife, and two sons.  The defense

also offered the testimony of a social worker who testified as to the details of Hutto’s childhood,

including alleged sexual abuse, and how it may have affected him as an adult.  T. 2557-84.  The jury

returned a unanimous verdict finding beyond a reasonable doubt that Hutto killed Ms. Simpson, that

he did so during the commission of a robbery, that the capital offense was especially heinous,

atrocious or cruel, and that Hutto had been previously convicted of a violent crime.  C.P. 234-235.

The jury further unanimously found beyond a reasonable doubt that there were insufficient mitigating

circumstances to outweigh the aggravating circumstances, and that Hutto should suffer death.  C.P.

234-235.

SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT

Hutto claims that the State impermissibly exercised its prosecutorial discretion in seeking the

death penalty in his case, but not in another Hinds County capital murder case he deems comparable.

The State’s prosecutorial discretion in seeking the death penalty against Hutto was not based on

unjustifiable standards nor arbitrary classification.  Rather, the decision was guided by applicable

law and the facts and circumstances of the case, including the wishes of the victim’s family.

The trial court properly found that Hutto was competent to stand trial.  The burden was on

the defense to show that Hutto was incompetent.  However, the defense merely rested on Dr. Storer’s

report, which included no expert opinion that Hutto was incompetent.  In fact, Dr. Storer could not

reach an expert opinion regarding Hutto’s competence to stand trial due to Hutto’s refusal to

cooperate.  Hutto’s refusal to cooperate was a theme throughout trial, as he clearly expressed
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complete disregard for the proceedings.  The refusal to cooperate is not equivalent to the inability

to cooperate.  The evidence before the trial court supported the trial court’s finding that Hutto was

not unable to understand the proceedings and assist counsel, he simply refused at times to do so.

The trial court properly found that Hutto’s statements to law enforcement were voluntary,

as they were not induced by violence, threats, or promises of reward.  To the extent that Hutto’s

second statement to law enforcement was taken in violation of his Fifth Amendment right to counsel,

any such error was harmless because the portion of the statement admitted into evidence was

cumulative of other admissible evidence.  The error should also be deemed harmless beyond a

reasonable doubt based on the overwhelming evidence of guilt presented to the jury.  Hutto’s third

and fourth statements to law enforcement, given after he invoked his right to counsel days earlier,

were also admissible because Hutto reinitiated contact and gave voluntary statements after being re-

Mirandized.

The trial court properly excluded evidence at the sentencing phase which was inadmissible

under the rules of evidence.  Hutto’s ex-wife’s proposed testimony that Hutto told her he was abused

as a child was rank hearsay, meeting no exception.  Even had the statement been improperly

excluded, the same testimony was provided by his expert in social work.  The opinion of the

defense’s expert in social work that Hutto suffered from PTSD was properly excluded as being

outside the scope of her qualifications.  

Post-autopsy photos of the victim were properly admitted to supplement and clarify the

State’s forensic pathologist’s testimony describing the victim’s fatal injuries and cause of death.

Hutto claims that his right to confront a witness against him was violated, yet he does not even

articulate who he was prohibited from confronting.  Although framed as a confrontation violation,

Hutto really presents only a chain of custody argument regarding the victim’s known blood sample
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delivered from the Mississippi Crime Lab to Scales Biolab.  Because the State is not required to call

every witness “whose testimony may be relevant in establishing the chain of custody, authenticity of

the sample, or accuracy of the testing device,” Hutto’s argument necessarily fails. 

A witness’s brief, passing reference to an unspecified threat did not violate MRE 404(b). 

Even if the passing reference to an unspecified threat could be deemed a prior bad act, the rule only

prohibits the introduction of such to show conformity therewith.  The State simply cannot show

conformity therewith, when the alleged prior bad act amounts to no more than a vague “threat.”  

Evidence of the victim’s character, if deemed such, was properly admitted to show how and

why the eighty-one-year-old victim and thirty-nine-year-old transient came to be together on the day

of the murder.  The evidence was also properly admitted to set the stage for other relevant evidence.

The trial court properly refused an intoxication instruction offered by the defense because

intoxication is not a legal defense to a criminal charge in this state.

Hinds County Sheriff’s Department crime scene investigator Eric Rather responded to the

scene where Ms. Simpson’s body was discovered some three days after the murder.  Rather

photographed the scene and collected evidence.  A photo taken by Rather depicted the hog feed

container which partially covered the victim’s body.  The photograph clearly shows a dried red

substance on the inner wall of the container.  Rather’s testimony that the substance “appeared to be

blood” was a properly admitted lay opinion.  Rather’s opinion that the substance appeared to be blood

was not the only evidence which supported the submission of the heinous, atrocious, or cruel

aggravating circumstance instruction to the jury.

This Court has repeatedly held that it is proper to submit the underlying felony as an

aggravator to the jury.  Hutto brings nothing new to his claim which has been repeatedly rejected by

this Court. 
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Hutto’s sentence of death is neither constitutionally nor statutorily disproportionate to the

heinous crime he committed.  The jury found that Hutto murdered the elderly victim during the

commission of a robbery, that the offense was especially heinous, atrocious, or cruel, and that Hutto

had been previously convicted for committing a violent felony.

Hutto is not entitled to relief based on cumulative error, where he has shown, at most, that one

possible error was committed by the trial court, where the State will show that single error was

harmless beyond a reasonable doubt.

ARGUMENT

I. THE STATE’S PROSECUTORIAL DISCRETION IN SEEKING DEATH AGAINST
HUTTO WAS NOT BASED ON UNJUSTIFIABLE STANDARDS NOR ARBITRARY
CLASSIFICATION.

Prior to trial, Hutto filed a Motion to Bar Death Penalty.  C.P. 128-130.  Both in the motion

and at the motion hearing, defense counsel acknowledged prosecutorial discretion in seeking the death

penalty, but alleged that the State’s decision to seek the death penalty in this case but not in the then-

recent prosecution of George Afleck, which the defense considered a similar case, violated the Equal

Protection Clause.  C.P. 129-130, T. 368-370, 372.  Specifically, the defense alleged that the State

had no rational basis in seeking the death penalty against Hutto but not against Affleck, and claimed

that Hutto was being discriminated against because he did not have the means to hire private counsel,

whereas Affleck did, and because of the socioeconomic disparity between the victims.  T. 129-130,

T. 369-370.  The State responded that the death penalty was not sought in the Affleck case due to the

wishes of the victim’s family and their concern about suffering through an endless appellate process. 

T. 370-371.  In contrast, Ms. Simpson’s family urged the prosecution to seek the death penalty after

Hutto rejected a plea offer recommendation of life without the possibility of parole.  T. 372.  The

State further noted that Affleck and his victim were in a romantic relationship, and the possibility of
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the jury returning a manslaughter verdict existed.  T. 371.  The State asserted that Hutto met his

victim the very day he murdered her, and “it’s just a completely different situation than what occurred

in the Affleck case.”  T. 371.  The trial court agreed and denied the motion.  T. 372-373.

Hutto claims again on appeal that the prosecution abused its discretion in seeking the death

penalty in his case but not in George Affleck’s case, again citing socioeconomic disparity between

the defendants and between the victims in each case.  However, Hutto acknowledges that

socioeconomic status is not a suspect class for Equal Protection purposes.  Accordingly, Hutto admits

that the State need only to show that a rational basis existed for its decision to seek the death penalty

in his case but not in Affleck’s.  Even if Hutto’s claim can be legitimately characterized as an Equal

Protection Clause claim, the State certainly provided a rational basis for seeking the death penalty in

Hutto’s case but not in Affleck’s.

The United States Supreme Court has recognized, “in our system, so long as the prosecutor

has probable cause to believe that the accused committed an offense defined by statute, the decision

whether or not to prosecute, and what charge to file or bring before a grand jury, generally rests

entirely in his discretion.” Bordenkircher v. Hayes, 434 U.S. 357, 364 (1978).  See also United States

v. Batchelder, 442 U.S. 114, 124 (1979).  The United State Supreme Court has further characterized

“the fundamental role of discretion in our criminal justice system” as follows:

Discretion in the criminal justice system offers substantial benefits to the criminal
defendant. . . .  [T]he capacity of prosecutorial discretion to provide individualized
justice is firmly entrenched in American law.  As we have noted, a prosecutor can
decline to charge, offer a plea bargain, or decline to seek a death sentence in any
particular case.  Of course, the power to be lenient also is the power to discriminate,
but a capital punishment system that did not allow for discretionary acts of leniency
would be totally alien to our notions of criminal justice.  

McCleskey v. Kemp, 481 U.S. 279, 311-312 (1987)(internal citations/quotations omitted).  And the

same principles have been repeatedly recognized by this Court.  Jordan v. State, 995 So. 2d 94, 109
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(¶45) (Miss. 2008); Watts v. State, 717 So. 2d 314, 319-20 (Miss. 1998); Hansen v. State, 592 So. 2d

114, 143 (Miss. 1991).

A prosecutor’s discretion, however, is not unlimited.  Prosecutorial discretion, or “the

conscious exercise of some selectivity in enforcement,” is permissible so long as that discretion is not

intentionally “based upon an unjustifiable standard such as race, religion, or other arbitrary

classification,” Bordenkircher, 434 U.S. at 364 (citing Oyler v. Boles, 368 U.S. 448, 456 (1962)). 

Again, Hutto acknowledges that socioeconomic status is not a suspect class.  But even if it were, the

State did not seek the death penalty in this case based on either the defendant’s or victim’s

socioeconomic class.  Rather, the decision to seek the death penalty was, as it is in all cases, guided

by applicable law and the facts and circumstances of the case.     

In Ladner v. State, this Court considered and rejected a claim that selective prosecution of

death penalty cases resulted in the capricious imposition of the death penalty.  584 So. 2d 743, 750-51

(Miss. 1991).  The Court ultimately found that Ladner failed to introduce evidence that prosecutorial

discretion in seeking the death penalty had been based on unjustifiable standards.  Id.  Rather, the

evidence showed that the determination to seek the death penalty was made on a case-by-case basis,

considering the facts and circumstances of each particular case.  Id.  The same is true in the present

case.  

The State did not pursue the death penalty in Hutto’s case, nor decline to do so in Affleck’s

case, based on the socioeconomic status of any party.1  Rather, reasonable differentiation was justified

by the relevant differences between the parties and the facts of their respective cases.  The wishes of

1

Further, the ability to proceed with retained counsel is far from a complete picture of one’s
socioeconomic status.  
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the victims’ families and the relationships between the defendants and victims at the time of the

killing are not unjustifiable or arbitrary considerations.  

Hutto claims that, pursuant to Mississippi Code Section 99-43-17,  it was improper for the

prosecution to consider the victims’ families’ wishes in determining whether to seek the death

penalty.  That codes section merely states that “the rights of the victim do not include the authority

to direct the prosecution of the case.”  Miss. Code Ann. § 99-43-17.  Certainly there is difference

between a victim directing the prosecution of a case and the prosecutor taking a victim’s

recommendation into consideration as part of the totality of the circumstances in deciding whether

to pursue the death penalty.  

Hutto’s claim that the prosecution’s reliance on the difference in the relationship between the

parties in each case showed that the State improperly considered murders stemming from domestic

violence as “less important” is both unfair and a mischaracterization of the record.  The prosecution

in no way suggested that Affleck’s case was any “less important” because the killing resulted from

domestic violence.  Rather, the State simply pointed out that because Affleck and the victim had a

longstanding romantic relationship, “it was possibly seen as some sort of a manslaughter situation. 

That was a possibility there.”  T. 371.  Hutto, on the other hand, targeted an elderly widow, a total

stranger, and robbed and murdered her on the very day they met.  The opinion affirming Affleck’s

capital murder conviction shows that the defendant and victim were fighting and yelling at each other

in the hours leading up to the murder.  Affleck v. State, No.  2013–KA–00763–COA at ¶¶5-7 (Dec.

15, 2015).  Affleck was also granted a manslaughter instruction without objection from the State.2 

2

This fact does not appear in the Affleck opinion as it did not pertain to any assignment of error.  But
page 712 of Affleck’s trial transcript shows that a manslaughter instruction was granted without
objection from the State.  This Court may take judicial notice of its own appellate records.
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None of this suggests that the State cares less about murder victims who suffered domestic violence. 

Despite a charge of capital murder, the possibility that a jury may view a killing as manslaughter is

a valid consideration in determining whether to seek the death penalty.

 Hutto fails to show that the State’s decision to pursue the death penalty in his case was based 

upon unjustifiable standards or some arbitrary classification.  Rather, the State’s decision was based

on the relevant facts and circumstances of the case.  Accordingly, Hutto’s first assignment of error

necessarily fails.

II. THE TRIAL COURT PROPERLY FOUND THAT HUTTO WAS COMPETENT TO
STAND TRIAL.

Hutto refused to cooperate with two different psychologists who were employed to conduct

mental evaluations.  Hutto acted belligerent and profane at nearly all court proceedings.  Wilful

defiance is not the measure of incompetence to stand trial.   To find otherwise would bring criminal

prosecutions to a grinding halt.

At the October 10, 2011 status hearing, defense counsel stated that he had met with Hutto

three or four times and had no concerns about his competence to stand trial.  T. 12.  Defense counsel

went on to state, “I think he understands what we’re talking about and what’s going on.  I think he’s

demonstrated this morning understanding that he knew something should have been going on this

whole time he was here.  So I don’t think there’s -- there’s not a competency issue.”  T. 12-13.  The

trial court, agreeing with defense counsel’s assessment, responded that the defendant “is well aware

of what’s going on in this case, so we’re not dealing with the competency issue as far as his being able

to assist in his defense.”  T. 13.  The prosecution, however, opined that a mental evaluation would

be prudent since it was a capital case.  T. 13.  At the mention of a mental evaluation, Hutto responded

that he was not “crazy.”  T. 13-14.  He went on to express displeasure with accommodations at the
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detention center.  T. 14.  The defense responded that it did not think a mental evaluation was

warranted in every death penalty case, and that if concerns arose, the defense would move for a

mental evaluation at the appropriate time.  T. 14.

That appropriate time was three weeks later.  The defense filed a motion for a mental

evaluation to determine competence to stand trial.  C.P. 27.  Defense counsel stated that although it

had previously been of the opinion that Hutto was competent to assist in his defense, Hutto had since

called their office “in obvious distress,” giving the defense concerns about his competence to stand

trial.  C.P. 27.  The trial court immediately entered an order for a mental evaluation.  C.P. 32-33.

At an April 5, 2012 status conference, Hutto went on a tirade about how long it was taking

to proceed to trial and lodged profanities at the trial court.  T. 20-21.  As a result, he was removed

from the proceedings.  T. 21.  Defense counsel informed the court that the defense was still waiting

on some of Hutto’s incarceration records from Alabama to turn over to the State Hospital in

preparation of Hutto’s mental evaluation.  T. 23.  Defense counsel also informed the court that the

State Hospital’s staffing shortage was the reason there was no set date for Hutto’s evaluation.  T. 24-

26.  The prosecution noted for the record that although Hutto had outbursts and both status

conferences, he was angry, not incoherent.  T. 32.   The hearing concluded with a discussion between

the court and defense counsel about the possibility of another psychologist conducting the evaluation. 

T. 34.

By the August 31, 2012 status hearing, Hutto still did not have a date set with the State

Hospital for a mental evaluation.  T. 50-51.  Hutto was again removed from the proceedings after

using profanities and threatening the trial court judge during an outburst regarding his recreational

privileges being revoked.  T. 53-54.  Defense counsel stated that “almost every time we’ve talked to

him . . .  he was very calm, rational.  Sometimes, you know, this is just how he typically acts in court.” 
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T. 56.

Because Hutto still did not have a date set for a mental evaluation with the State Hospital by

October, the defense contracted with a private psychologist, Dr. Goff, to evaluate their client.  T. 59,

63.  Dr. Goff completed the “evaluation portion,” and was going to return in the next couple of weeks

to perform psychological testing.  T. 63.  However, Hutto advised defense counsel that he would not

cooperate further with Dr. Goff, so defense counsel cancelled the follow-up appointment for testing. 

T. 67-68.

On February 24, 2013, Dr. R.M. Storer conducted Hutto’s mental evaluation at the State

Hospital.  Report at 1.3  Prior to the interview, Hutto advised Mississippi State Hospital security staff

and transport officers that he was not going to cooperate or talk to the doctors.  Report at 26.  Mr.

Hutto kept his word and refused to respond during Dr. Storer’s attempted interview.  Report at 25-26. 

Hutto also initially refused to participate in psychological testing.  Report at 24.  However, after

lunch, when asked to reconsider, Hutto agreed to complete the Personality Assessment Inventory. 

Report at 24.  Two validity scales included in the assessment, the Negative Impression Management

Scale and the Malingering Index, showed that Hutto attempted to portray himself in an especially

negative manner and indicated that he was purposefully exaggerating and/or fabricating difficulties

in his responses.  Report at 24.  As a result, his results on the Personality Assessment Inventory were

considered invalid.  Report at 25. 

Although Hutto refused to cooperate, Dr. Storer examined Hutto’s incarceration, medical, and

education records dating from 1982 to the time of the 2013 evaluation.  Report at 1-3.  Dr. Storer also

3

Dr. Storer’s report was sealed by the trial court.  C.P. 101.  This Court entered an order to unseal the
report.  For citation purposes, it is referenced in the Appellee’s Brief as Report, followed by page
number. 
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interviewed Hutto’s mother, girlfriend, defense counsel, the Director of Nursing at the Hinds County

Detention Center, a deputy, and a social worker.  Report at 3.  Dr. Storer could not give a forensic

opinion to a reasonable degree of psychological certainty regarding Hutto’s competence due to his

refusal to answer questions.  Report at 26.  However, Dr. Storer offered the following observations. 

Although Hutto had been “angry, unruly, and disruptive” during court proceedings and in jail,

he “demonstrated extremely good behavior and control” during his evaluation.  Report at 26.  Hutto

has never been diagnosed with mental illness, nor has he sought treatment for any mental health

condition.  Report at 26.  Hutto “greatly over-endors[ed] psychological difficulties” during his

assessment.  Report at 27.  There is no evidence that Hutto has “cognitive deficits, memory problems,

or irrational thought process.”  Report at 27.   Based on numerous request and grievance forms, Hutto

demonstrated “no deficits in his ability to communicate clearly and effectively or in his ability to think

logically.”  Report at 27.  He also demonstrated the ability to reverse a prior decision.  Report at 27. 

At the evaluation, Hutto “demonstrated no deficits in his ability to interact with staff . . . no deficits

in his awareness of his situation, his thought process, or his ability to understand a wide range of

pertinent issues.”  Report at 27.  Dr. Storer concluded that from his review of collateral sources and

his observation of Hutto at the evaluation, it appeared that Hutto did not suffer from any mental

disease or defect.  Report at 27.  Hutto also appeared to have “functional abilities associated with

competence.”  Report at 27.  However, Hutto’s refusal to cooperate resulted in Dr. Storer’s inability

to give an expert opinion to a reasonable degree of psychological certainty. 

After Hutto’s mental evaluation, the State and the defense entered into plea agreement wherein

the State recommended a sentence of life without parole in exchange for Hutto’s voluntary guilty plea. 
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Exhibit 1 attached to Competency Order.4  A plea hearing commenced on March 14, 2013, but Hutto

changed his mind and decided to proceed to trial after discovering that he would not have the right

to a direct appeal upon the entry of a guilty plea.  T. 147.

A competency hearing was held On April 22, 2013.  T. 220.  At the hearing, defense counsel

simply rested on Dr. Storer’s report and stated, “we’re simply asking the Judge to make a ruling on

that, and we think we need a ruling as we go forward.”  T. 221.  Based on Dr. Storer’s report, the

court’s observations of Hutto in court, and defense counsel’s signature on the plea petition

“representing that he feels as though he’s competent to at least enter the guilty plea,” the trial court

found Hutto competent to stand trial.  T. 223.  The trial court noted that although Hutto had been

disruptive in court, he was usually expressing his displeasure with the conditions of his confinement. 

T. 225-226.  The trial court elaborated on its findings in a written order.  

The Defendant has the Burden of Proof on the Issue of Competency.

Hutto claims that this Court has erroneously interpreted Medina v. California, 505 U.S. 437

(1992), as placing the burden on the defense to show the defendant is incompetent to stand trial. 

Hutto correctly notes that the Medina court considered the constitutionality of a California statute

which placed the burden on the defendant to prove incompetence to stand trial, and further correctly

notes that Mississippi has no similar statute.  However, ten years prior to Medina, this Court

established that the burden was on the defendant “to show his probable incapacity to make a rational

defense.”  Emanuel v. State, 412 So.2d 1187, 1188 (Miss. 1982).   See also Evans v. State, 725 So.

4

The trial court’s order finding Hutto competent to stand trial was also sealed by the trial court.  C.P.
160.  This Court entered an order dated May 10, 2016, unsealing the order.  The trial court’s order
finding Hutto competent to stand trial is referred to in the Appellee’s Brief as Competency Order for
citation purposes.
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2d 613, 660 (¶¶179-184) (Miss. 1997) (relying on Emanuel and Medina in finding that the burden of

proof was properly allocated to the defendant to show that he was incompetent to stand trial); Ross

v. State, 954 So. 2d 968, 107 (¶90) (Miss. 2007) (Acknowledging Emanuel to stand for proposition

that burden of proof is on defendant to show incompetence, and citing Griffin v. State, 504 So. 2d

186, 191 (Miss. 1987), for proposition that “defendant must show incompetency by a preponderance

of the evidence.”).  Therefore even if Hutto were to convince this Court that the Court has been

incorrectly interpreting and applying Medina, the Court has independently established that the

defendant carries the burden of proof on the issue of competence to stand trial ten years prior to the

Medina opinion.  

Hutto relies on McGinnis v. State, 133 So. 2d 399 (Miss. 1961) to support his contention that

if the trial court has reasonable ground to believe that a defendant is incompetent, any existing

presumption of competence vanishes.  At issue in McGinnis, however, was the trial court’s failure

to order a mental evaluation after the defense made “a prima facie showing that the defendant was

incapable of conferring with his attorneys and taking the stand or otherwise making a rational

defense.”  Id. at 402.  The McGinnis court found that the trial court’s failure to order a mental

evaluation to determine the defendant’s competence to stand trial, in light of the defense having made

the required prima facie showing, violated McGinnis’s due process rights.  Id.  The failure to order

a mental evaluation is not at issue in this case, and McGinnis does not support Hutto’s assignment

of error.

Under the authority of Emanuel, Evans, Ross, and Griffin, it is clear that the burden of proof

was on Hutto to show by a preponderance of the evidence that he was incompetent to stand trial.

The Trial Court Properly Found that Hutto was Competent to Stand Trial.

This Court has stated that it will not reverse a trial court determination that a defendant is
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competent to stand trial unless the trial court’s finding is “manifestly against the overwhelming

weight of the evidence.”  Dickerson v. State, 175 So. 3d 8, 15 (¶16) (Miss. 2015).  The standard for

determining competence to stand trial, as established by the United States Supreme Court, is whether 

the defendant has “sufficient present ability to consult with his lawyer with a reasonable degree of

rational understanding . . . and whether he has a rational as well as factual understanding of the

proceedings against him.”  Id. (quoting Dusky v. United States, 362 U.S. 402, 402 (1960)).

Hutto did not meet his burden of showing by a preponderance of the evidence that he was

incompetent to stand trial because he put on no evidence whatsoever to support that position.  Instead,

the defense merely rested on Dr. Storer’s report.  Although Dr. Storer could not “form an opinion to

a reasonable degree of psychological certainty” regarding Hutto’s competence to stand trial due to

Hutto’s refusal to cooperate during the interview portion of the evaluation, Dr. Storer did find that

Hutto “has the functional abilities associated with competence.”  Report at 26-27.  The trial court’s

finding of competence was based on the evidence before the court -  Dr. Storer’s findings, the trial

court’s own observations of Hutto, and defense counsel’s representation that Hutto was competent

to enter a guilty plea.  Because the trial court’s finding of competence is not against the overwhelming

weight of the evidence, it should be upheld. 

Hutto also claims that the trial court’s finding of competence should be reversed because it

employed the wrong legal standard in finding that Hutto was competent to stand trial.  Specifically,

the appellant claims that the trial court was required to make specific findings of fact as to each of

the five competency considerations mentioned in Conner v. State, 632 So. 2d 1239 (Miss. 1993).  The

competency considerations mentioned in Conner are: (1) the ability to perceive and understand the

nature of the proceedings; (2) the ability to rationally communicate with defense counsel about the

case; (3) the ability to recall relevant facts; (4) the ability to testify if appropriate; and (5) the ability
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“to satisfy the foregoing criteria is commensurate with the severity and complexity of the case.”  Id.

at 1248.  

The State would briefly note that while subsequent cases5 cite to Conner and state that the

foregoing considerations are the “test for competency” in Mississippi, the Conner court did not so

hold.  Rather, the Conner court was presented with the question of whether the trial court erred in

failing to hold a competency hearing.  Id. at 1247.  The court simply mentioned, “In trying to show

that he was entitled to a competency hearing, Conner relies on a set of five criteria which, according

to the American Bar Association, collectively define a competent defendant[.]” Id. at 1248.  The

Conner opinion noted that the foregoing considerations were an abbreviated version of criteria taken

from Commentary to ABA Criminal Mental Health Standards.  Id. at n. 1.  The Conner court in no

way expressly adopted the aforementioned criteria as the test for competency to stand trial, nor did

the court even cite approvingly of such a standard.  It merely noted that Conner relied on such in

arguing that he was not competent to stand trial.  Further, the trial court in Conner made no findings

as to the aforementioned criteria, yet this Court affirmed the trial court’s finding that Conner was

competent to stand trial, citing instead the Dusky standard for competence.  Id. at 1251.

More importantly, Hutto cites to no authority which states that it is reversible error for the trial

court, in ruling on a defendant’s competence to stand trial, to not make findings as to each of the five

considerations mentioned in Conner.  Accordingly, this sub-argument is procedurally barred.  Keller

v. State, 138 So. 3d 817, 856 (Miss. 2014)(citing Simmons v. State, 805 So.2d 452, 487 (¶ 90) (Miss.

2001)); Batiste v. State, 121 So. 3d 808, 861 (¶134) (Miss. 2013); Walker v. State, 913 So. 2d 198,

5

Howard v. State, 701 So. 2d 274, 280 (Miss. 1997); Hearn v. State, 3 So. 3d 722, 728 (¶15) (Miss.
2008).
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222 (¶73) (Miss. 2005); Byrom v. State, 863 So. 2d 836, 853 (¶35) (Miss. 2003). 

The State submits that the trial court was not required to make on-the-record findings as to

the considerations outlined in Conner.  But even so, the Dusky factors, which the trial court did

expressly consider, encompass the first four competency considerations mentioned in Conner.  And

as this Court found in Dickerson v. State, regarding the fifth consideration, “there is no indication that

the trial judge failed to consider the evidence commensurate with the severity of the case.”  175 So.

3d 8, 17 (¶24) (Miss. 2015).  Again, the trial court’s finding that Hutto understood the nature of the

proceedings against him and had the ability to assist counsel in his defense is supported by the

available evidence which was before the trial court in making its determination that Hutto was

competent to stand trial.

The Trial Court Properly Denied Defense Counsel’s Renewed Motion to Find Hutto
Incompetent.

Hutto claims that even if the trial court’s initial competency determination was correct, the

trial court committed reversible error in not having Hutto re-evaluated mid-trial.  However, defense

counsel did not even ask for another mental evaluation.  Rather, after one of Hutto’s mid-trial

outbursts, defense counsel renewed the motion to have the court find Hutto incompetent.  T. 2041. 

The trial court stood on its prior competency ruling, noting that Hutto’s outburst was consistent with

the wilful disregard he had shown for the court proceedings from day one.  T. 2049.  During the

discussion, Hutto acknowledged that he had been “a pompous ass or a prima donna” throughout trial. 

T. 2048.  The court then made the following findings regarding Hutto’s participation with defense

counsel throughout the trial:

They’ve conferred with you, as I’ve stated this morning already on the record, on each
and everything that has transpired in this courthouse since the trial started. I’ve
watched them do it. I’ve watched you take notes.  I’ve watched you give -- pass notes
back to them.  I’ve watched you confer with all counsel at counsel table with regard
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to your participation in this trial. 

T. 2051-2052.  As previously shown, the trial court’s initial competency determination was correct. 

Hutto’s mid-trial outburst in front of the jury was simply a continuation of Hutto’s behavior which

the trial court already found in its initial order to be reflective of Hutto’s refusal, rather than inability,

to assist with his defense.

Further, it is disingenuous to suggest that had the court ordered another evaluation mid-trial

Hutto would have cooperated, considering that Hutto refused to cooperate with two different

psychologists’ pre-trial, and he expressly disagreed with defense counsel’s renewed motion to find

Hutto incompetent.  T. 2040.  Further, Hutto’s outbursts did not demonstrate an inability to

understand the proceedings or assist counsel with his defense.  Most of Hutto’s pretrial outbursts

concerned his dissatisfaction with the conditions of his confinement and his dislike of the jailer, who

Hutto accused of lying about an escape attempt.  T. 13-14, 20-21, 53-54, 184, 228.  Other outbursts

related to Hutto’s dissatisfaction with the amount of time the proceedings were taking and his view

that it was not fair for the jury to not hear all of the evidence.  T. 40-43, 1715-1716, 2014-2016, 2046

Other times, Hutto decided to show his frustrations and lack of respect for the proceedings by lodging

profanities and insults toward officers of the court, witnesses, and jurors.  T.  111-112, 1761-62, 2343,

2376-2377, 2613-2614, 2647-50.  But as defense counsel put it in closing, Hutto is “erratic,

unpredictable, has mood swings.” T. 2388.  

Hutto’s outbursts, his lack of respect for the court, his refusal at times to cooperate with

defense counsel, and his refusal to cooperate during his mental examination all illustrate a willful

refusal to cooperate.  The refusal to cooperate is not equivalent to the inability to cooperate.  This

Court has expressly found that where there is conflicting evidence regarding whether the defendant

is unable to rationally confer with counsel and aid in his own defense, or whether he is simply
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refusing to do so, such conflict is properly resolved by the trial court judge sitting as the finder of fact

on the issue of the defendant’s competence to stand trial.  Snow v. State, 800 So. 2d 472, 490 (¶64)

(Miss. 2001).  And as the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals has noted, “A defendant who has it within

his voluntary control to cooperate is not incompetent merely because he refuses to cooperate.”

United States v. Flores-Martinez, 677 F.3d 699, 707-08 (5th Cir. 2012) (quoting U.S. v. Simpson, 645

F.3d 300, 306 (5th Cir. 2011).  The trial court judge, sitting as the finder of fact on the issue of

competency, correctly found that Hutto’s outbursts merely reflected a refusal rather than inability to

cooperate and assist in his defense.

Hutto claims that Howard v. State, 697 So. 2d 415 (Miss. 1997) supports his position that the

trial court erred in not sua sponte ordering a mid-trial re-evaluation.  However, in Howard the

reviewing court jointly considered the issues of whether Howard’s waiver of counsel was knowing,

voluntary, and intelligent, and whether the trial court had reasonable grounds to believe that Howard

was incompetent to stand trial.  Id. at 420-425.  The Court found that Howard’s wholly ineffective

self-representation produced a record full of reasonable grounds upon which the trial court should

have questioned Howard’s incompetence to stand trial.  Id.  The Court found that Howard was

“incoherent and deluded” throughout the entirety of his attempt to present his own defense.6  Id. at 

424.  In short, Howard clearly proved that he did not understand the proceedings and was incapable

of assisting in, much less fully controlling, his own defense.  The same cannot be said of Hutto.  Hutto

was not incoherent or deluded.  Rather, he just exploded when things were not going his way. 

Based on this Court’s standard of review, competency rulings in death penalty cases have been

6

For instance, Howard maintained throughout trial that the allegations against him were the result of
a conspiracy, and that his family members were the ones who committed the murder and framed him.
Howard even argued to the jury that one of the jurors may have committed the crime.  Id. at 423-424.
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upheld even where the trial court received conflicting evidence, including conflicting expert opinions

regarding the defendant’s competence to stand trial.  Evans v. State, 725 So. 2d 613,

660-664(¶¶186-207)(Miss. 1997); Scott v. State, 878 So. 2d 933, 948-53 (52-62) (Miss. 2004).  No

such evidentiary conflicts existed in this case.  There was simply no evidence presented by the

defense to show that Hutto was incompetent to stand trial.  Because the trial court’s finding that Hutto

was competent to stand trial is not manifestly against the overwhelming weight of the evidence, it

must be affirmed.

III. TO THE EXTENT THAT ONE OF FOUR OF HUTTO'S STATEMENTS TO LAW
ENFORCEMENT MAY HAVE BEEN TAKEN IN VIOLATION OF HIS FIFTH
AMENDMENT RIGHT TO COUNSEL, ANY SUCH VIOLATION WOULD BE
HARMLESS BEYOND A REASONABLE DOUBT AS THE STATEMENT WAS NOT
A CONFESSION, WAS NOT OTHERWISE INCULPATORY, AND WAS
CUMULATIVE OF OTHER ADMISSIBLE EVIDENCE, AND BECAUSE OF THE
OVERWHELMING EVIDENCE OF HUTTO’S GUILT.

Hutto was apprehended on September 17, 2010 in Auburn, Alabama and transported to the

Lee County, Alabama Sheriff's Department.  T. 234-237.  Prior to the stop, Lee County authorities

learned of the assault on Mark Cox, who identified Hutto as the assailant.  T. 234-235.  Hutto was

also wanted for questioning by the Birmingham Police Department in relation to the murder of his

aunt, Faye Rardon, which occurred two days prior to his apprehension.  T. 283.  

Hutto was first interviewed by Lee County Sheriff's Department Investigator Kwesi Drake. 

T. 233.  After being Mirandized, Hutto gave a voluntary statement.  T. 239, 270.  During the

interview, Hutto explained how he met Ms. Simpson and spent time with her on the night of her

murder, but pinned the killing on Mark Cox, who he claimed had been following him.  Supp. Exhibit

1, Disc 1.7  Hutto, who apparently did not realize that Cox survived the attack, advised Drake that he

7

As noted by the appellant, Hutto’s first recorded interviews with Investigator Drake and Sergeant
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killed Cox because Cox murdered Ms. Simpson and his Aunt Faye, and that he could show them

where Cox’s body was.  Supp. Exhibit 1, Disc 1.  Near the end of the statement, Hutto invoked his

right to counsel.  T. 271.  After the invocation, Drake terminated the interview and left the room to

type up Hutto’s statement given prior to the invocation.  T. 277.

That same day, Detectives John Tanks and Marcel Walker with the Birmingham Police

Department traveled to the Lee County Sheriff's Department to interview Hutto about his Aunt Faye’s

murder.  T. 283.  At a pretrial hearing, Detective Tanks testified that he was not aware that Hutto had

invoked his right to counsel at the conclusion of his interview with Detective Drake.  T.  294.  After

Detective Tanks Mirandized Hutto, Hutto stated that he did not want to answer questions; he wanted

to “make some statements.”  Supp. Ex. 1, Disc 2.  Hutto then delved in to a lengthy narrative about

alleged childhood sexual abuse.  Supp. Ex. 1, Disc 2.  Hutto told Tanks that his Aunt Faye had also

sexually molested him.  Supp. Ex. 1, Disc 2.  He claimed that when he went to her house earlier that

week, she made sexual advances toward him.  Supp. Ex. 1, Disc 2.  Hutto claimed that it made him

sick, so he left.  Supp. Ex. 1, Disc 2.  He claimed that he returned to Faye’s house 10-15 minutes later

and that she was dead.  Supp. Ex. 1, Disc 2.  Hutto expressed his belief that Mark Cox followed him

to Faye’s house, and that Cox also murdered his Aunt Faye.  Supp. Ex. 1, Disc 2.  Hutto then stated

the following: “In Mississippi, that old woman tried to mess with me.  An old woman.  She sure did.” 

Supp. Ex. 1, Disc 2.  The Birmingham detectives had asked no questions about any crime other than

the murder of Faye Rardon.  

Tanks were entered into evidence at the hearing and marked as hearing Exhibit 4.  T.  245, 288. 
Hutto’s second interview with Drake was entered into evidence as hearing Exhibit 6.   T. 265. 
Hutto’s second recorded interview with Tanks was entered into evidence as hearing Exhibit 7.  T.
285-288.  These recorded statements appear in the appellate record as Supplemental Exhibits 1 and
2.  
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Early the next morning, Clinton Police Department Detectives Van Gunter and Warren

Sullivan arrived in Lee County to question Hutto about Ms. Simpson’s murder.  T. 1782, 1834-35. 

The Clinton detectives met with Hutto in an interview room.  T. 1836.  Detective Sullivan introduced

himself to Hutto and told him he was from Clinton.  T. 1836.  Hutto responded, “Oh yeah, this is

about Ms. Simpson.  She is a -- she’s a real nice lady.  She’s real sweet.”  T. 1836.  Sullivan advised

Hutto of his Miranda rights, and Hutto stated that he wanted a lawyer.  T. 1837.  Detective Sullivan

made no further attempt to question Hutto.  T. 1787, 1837.  As the detectives were preparing to leave,

Hutto volunteered that Ms. Simpson “came on to me in a sexual way.”  T. 1788, 1837.  The Clinton

detectives declined to engage Hutto in further conversation.  T.  1788, 1837.8

After the Drake and Tanks interviews, Hutto was booked into the Lee County jail.  Over the

weekend, Hutto requested to speak with an investigator.  T. 263.  A female investigator was on duty

and did not feel comfortable speaking with Hutto alone.  T. 263.  So on September 22, 2010, Drake

obliged Hutto’s request and met him in an interview room.  T. 263.   Hutto gave a third taped

statement.  The video shows Drake telling Hutto, “Well, I know you said you wanted to talk to

somebody, but I still need to read you your rights.”  Supp. Ex. 2, disc 1.  Hutto responded, “Well, read

em.”   Supp. Ex. 2, disc 1.  After being Mirandized, Hutto waived and gave a lengthy statement which

was largely unrelated to Ms. Simpson’s murder.  Hutto listed off numerous places he had visited

around the country and stated that all of those places had “the same thing in common with what

8

Hutto makes no specific claim regarding the admissibility of his comments to Gunter and Sullivan. 
Nor can he.  Although Hutto was in custody, he was in no way interrogated by the Clinton officers. 
Interrogation for Miranda purposes is express questioning or “any words or actions on the part of the
police (other than those normally attendant to arrest and custody) that the police should know are
reasonably likely to elicit an incriminating response from the suspect.”  Batiste v. State, 121 So. 3d
808, 858 (¶121) (Miss. 2013) (quoting  Rhode Island v. Innis, 446 U.S. 291, 301 (1980)).  Detective
Sullivan’s mere introduction can in no way be construed as interrogation. 
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happened in Mississippi and Birmingham.”  Supp. Ex. 2, disc 1.  Hutto claimed in the statement that

he had killed probably 55 people.  Supp. Ex. 2, disc 1.  Hutto made statements regarding Cox’s

assault, brief references about his Aunt Faye, and talked more about being abused as a child.  Supp.

Ex. 2, disc 1.

Hutto also requested to speak to Birmingham officers.  On September 23, 2010, Hutto gave

a second taped statement to Detectives Tanks and Walker.  Supp. Ex. 2, disc 2.  At the beginning of

the taped statement, Detective Tanks stated, “You called us over here, what you need to tell us?” 

Supp. Ex. 2, disc 2.  Detective Tanks Mirandized Hutto, and stated again that they were there based

on Hutto’s request to speak with them.   Supp. Ex. 2, disc 2.  Hutto’s first question was whether there

was a statute of limitations for child molestation.   Supp. Ex. 2, disc 2.  He then claimed that his Aunt

Faye’s son had repeatedly molested him as a child.   Supp. Ex. 2, disc 2.  Hutto talked about his Aunt

Faye and about Mark Cox.   Supp. Ex. 2, disc 2.  He also stated that Ms. Simpson was “a horny old

broad” and claimed they had sex.   Supp. Ex. 2, disc 2.

Prior to trial, defense counsel sought to have all statements excluded based on a claim that the

statements were taken in violation of his Miranda rights and because they include evidence of other

crimes.  C.P. 64, T. 226.  At the hearing, defense counsel also argued that the statements were

involuntary because Hutto had allegedly been “beat up” when he was apprehended.  T. 300.  The trial

court rejected Hutto’s involuntariness argument, finding that any injuries Hutto sustained were prior

to the interview process, during apprehension, and the video recordings of the statements showed that

there had been no threats, promises, or violence.  T. 305-306.  As to the issue of Hutto having invoked

his right to counsel at the conclusion of the Drake interview, the trial court found that the Tanks

interview was admissible because the Birmingham officers questioned him about a different crime,

and because they Mirandized him and he did not invoke his rights at that time.  T. 307-308.
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At a subsequent hearing, the trial court took up the issue of the admissibility of the numerous

other crimes referenced during the statements.  The trial court ruled that no statements regarding the

murder of Hutto’s aunt, a sexual assault conviction, the attempted murder of Mark Cox, a burglary,

or an unrelated rape charge would be admitted into evidence.  C.P. 165-167.  Based on this ruling,

all of Hutto’s tape recorded statements were heavily redacted.  A summary of the content of each

redacted interview, which was admitted into evidence as Exhibits 58A and 58B and played for the

jury, follows.

First Statement to Detective Drake

Hutto was escorted into the interview room by an unidentified officer.  The unidentified

officers retrieved a bottle of water for Hutto and advised him that a couple of investigators were going

to speak with him.  Hutto began telling the officer about being sexually abused as a child.  He then

said, “I know why I’m here. On account of that fucking Mercedes I was driving belonged to that nice,

sweet lady that that man killed.  He killed her and made it look like he was gonna kill me.”  The

officer advises Hutto that the detectives would talk to him about that.  The officer then advised, “All

I’m doing right now is trying to get you to calm down and get you something to drink.”  Hutto, who

appeared to be crying, said, “She was a sweet old lady.”  He then stated, “Y’all should’ve blown my

brains out.”  Someone knocked on the door of the interview room and stated that they needed to speak

with the officer.  As the officer exited the room, Hutto stated, “Yeah, you found out who I am, didn’t

you?”

As Hutto sat alone in the room, he talked aloud to himself.  At one point he stated, while

appearing to cry,  “He killed that sweet old woman.” 

After some time, Investigator Drake entered the room and advised Hutto of his Miranda rights. 

Hutto waived his rights and stated, “I don’t want no lawyer, I’m gonna tell you the truth.”  Hutto
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stated, “He killed Ms. Simpson . . .  And he was gonna kill me out there but by the grace of God I got

away from him. . . .”

Hutto then gave a lengthy narrative of his childhood, including abuse he allegedly suffered

as a child.  Hutto talked about fighting in tough man competitions and talked about a girlfriend before

broaching the subject of Ms. Simpson’s murder. 

Hutto stated that his mother had given him $5000 and he bought a used Camaro which he

drove to Clinton to visit another girlfriend, Sherri.  They stayed at the Comfort Inn in Clinton.  The

car blew up and he had no money.  Sherri left him.  He was then all by himself and broke.  Hutto

claimed that he met “this guy, Cox, Mark Cox.”

Hutto recounted meeting Simpson at the Healthplex.  Simpson gave him a ride back to the

hotel and asked him to have drinks with her that night.  Hutto referenced Cox again, stating that Cox

had a little money, while he was broke, and Cox “helped me out.”  

Ms. Simpson picked Hutto up around 7:00 p.m. and they went to the casino and had dinner. 

Hutto alleged that Cox followed them there.  When Hutto and Ms. Simpson left the casino, Cox, who

was driving his own truck, pulled them over and wanted to go back to Clinton with them.  Cox

allegedly got in Ms. Simpson’s car and began driving.  Hutto alleged that Cox stated that he needed

to “piss,” and Ms. Simpson told him to pull over and go.  Hutto claimed that Cox and Simpson exited

the vehicle and Cox beat Ms. Simpson to death.  When Drake asked what he did at that point, Hutto

stated that he could not do anything because Cox had a gun on him.  But Cox did not shoot Ms.

Simpson.   Cox took all of Ms. Simpson’s cash and left her purse.  Hutto did not take any money. 

Cox then drove Ms. Simpson’s car back to where his truck was parked and drove away.

Hutto drove Ms. Simpson’s car back to the hotel to get his belongings.  He had no money, but

Ms. Simpson’s purse was still in the car.  “I get the credit cards or whatever I think I can use, for gas
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or something.”  Hutto tried to use one of the victim’s credit cards for gas.  Hutto was unable to

purchase gas with Ms. Simpson’s credit card, so he threw it away.    

Hutto, having nowhere to go, went to Ameristar casino with the $20 or $30 he had.  He won

$180.  He called a cousin in Las Vegas and told him he was going to drive to Las Vegas to see him. 

But then he changed his mind and drove home to Birmingham.  He claimed Cox showed up again. 

He called his mom asking for money, but she refused.  So Hutto went to his Aunt Faye’s

house.  He then went to the house of another girlfriend, Melanie.  He told Melanie that he won $3.9

million at the casino.  He drove Ms. Simpson’s Mercedes to Melanie’s house and told her he bought

it for her. 

Near the end of Hutto’s statement, Drake recounted the story back to Hutto for clarification

and asked him questions about Mark Cox and Cox’s involvement in the murder.  Hutto appeared

somewhat agitated by the questions.  Hutto then asked if he needed a lawyer, and after a brief

exchange, Hutto affirmatively stated that he needed a lawyer, and Drake terminated the interview.

First Statement to Detective Tanks 

The redacted version of Hutto’s second statement to authorities, which was played for the jury,

consisted of only 3 minutes and 37 seconds, including a reading of Hutto’s Miranda rights.  After

being Mirandized, Hutto stated, “I don’t want to answer no questions; I just want to make some

statements.”

Hutto claimed that Mark Cox followed him to Mississippi and found him.  Hutto drove “that

car I had” from Mississippi to Alabama.  He thought that Cox then “went his own way.”  Hutto

claimed that he “apparently didn’t.” 

Hutto went to his Aunt Faye’s house in Alabama.  Hutto’s Aunt Faye told him that he could

not stay at her house with a stolen car, so he went to a girlfriend’s house.  He drove the Mercedes to
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the girlfriend’s house and told her that he won money at the casino and bought the car for her.  

Hutto also stated, “In Mississippi, that old woman tried to mess with me.  An old woman. She

sure did.”  Hutto then told the officer that he did not have any reason to lie to them.  “Y’all wanna put

me to sleep, shoot me in the head, make my day.  Because you know what, I don’t care anymore.  I

am free. I’m free, free, free.  Been a long time coming.  I’m 39 years old.  My kids don’t know about

it, but they will now.”

Second Statement to Detective Drake

Hutto talked about being molested as a child.  Later in the statement Hutto says, “I didn't use

no weapon. I am a weapon.” A reference to Mark Cox was made, and Hutto says that he never said

Cox was at the casino on the night of the murder.  Drake asked Hutto to tell him what happened with

Ethel, but Hutto never did.  Hutto then talked about being pulled over and apprehended.

Second Statement to Detective Tanks 

Hutto began by talking about being molested as a child.  Later in the interview he claimed that

Mark Cox had been stalking him.  Later in the interview, Hutto referred to Ms. Simpson as "a horny

old broad,” and claimed that they slept together on the day they met. He stated that the night she

picked him up, they went to dinner and gambled at the casino.  Hutto stated he would talk to

Mississippi about Mississippi, but would tell Tanks, “Charles Manson couldn’t tote my gym bag."

Hutto said they could do what they wanted with him-lethal injection, firing squad, electric chair.  The

interview concluded with Hutto stating, “You keep kicking a dog and what's gonna happen? He’s

gonna bite back. That’s what happened with me. I got tired and tired, and sick and tired ...”

Admissibility of the Statements

Hutto makes two distinct claims in arguing that his statements were erroneously admitted into

evidence.  First, he claims that the statements were involuntary in the traditional sense based on some
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unspecified promise.  Next he argues that all statements made after his invocation of his right to

counsel should have been excluded. The State would first show that no promises of any kind were

made in exchange for Hutto's statements.  As to Hutto's claim that statements were taken in violation

of his right to counsel, the State would show that to the extent the second interview was taken in

violation of his right to counsel, such error is harmless beyond a reasonable doubt because the

information relayed was cumulative of other admissible evidence and because the State presented

overwhelming proof of Hutto’s guilt.  And as to the third and fourth statements, although Hutto had

invoked his right to counsel, the record clearly shows that such statements were taken only after Hutto

reinitiated contact and was re-Mirandized.

Traditional Voluntariness

Hutto claims that his statements were involuntary because “Hutto clearly seeks and receives

promises that his cooperation will result in rewards to him.”  Appellant’s brief at 19.  Hutto fails to

specify what these alleged promises were or who made them.  And the recordings of Hutto’s

statements simply do not support his claim.9

This Court has stated that it will not disturb a trial court’s finding that a confession is

voluntary unless the finding is manifestly wrong or against the overwhelming weight of the evidence. 

Chase v. State, 645 So. 2d 829, 838 (Miss. 1994).  The burden is on the State to prove that a

defendant’s confession or statement is voluntary.  Spann v. State, 771 So. 2d 883, 900 (¶49) (Miss.

2000).  The State’s makes the required prima facie showing of voluntariness by presenting the

9

The State would also note that Hutto’s involuntariness claim at trial was based on a claim of physical
violence.  For the first time on appeal he alleges that the statements were involuntary based on
unspecified promises.  An objection on one ground waives all others grounds for appellate purposes. 
Rubenstein v. State, 941 So. 2d 735, 760 (¶87) (Miss. 2006).
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testimony of the interviewing officer that no “threats, coercion, or offer of reward” compelled the

defendant’s statement.  Id.  The defense then has the opportunity to rebut the State’s prima facie

showing of voluntariness by presenting evidence that violence, threats of violence, promises, or

reward induced the confession or statement.  Id.

Detectives Drake’s and Tanks’ testimony clearly established that Hutto’s statements were not

induced by threats, violence, promises, or rewards.  The videos of the interviews confirm the same. 

It is clear that the State made out a prima facie case of voluntariness which the defense failed to rebut. 

The trial court’s finding that Hutto’s statements were voluntary is supported by the

evidence and not manifestly wrong.  Accordingly, Hutto’s claim that the statements were involuntary

based on some unspecified reward necessarily fails.

Statement Taken After Invocation of Right to Counsel

Hutto invoked his right to counsel at the conclusion of his first interview.  Hutto correctly

notes that under the authority of Arizona v. Roberson, Tanks’ unawareness of Hutto’s invocation of

right to counsel with Drake and the fact that Tanks was investigating a separate crime does not render

the custodial interrogation after the invocation of the right to counsel constitutionally permissible. 

Arizona v. Roberson,  486 U.S. 675 (1988).  See also, Balfour v. State, 598 So. 2d 731, 745-46 (Miss.

1992) (acknowledging and applying rule set forth in Roberson).   

The State would note, however, that the Roberson court stated that after an invocation of the

right to counsel, the defendant’s Fifth Amendment rights would not be violated if officers thereafter

“inform the suspect of the facts of the second investigation as long as such communication does not

constitute interrogation.”  Roberson at 687.  After Tanks Mirandized Hutto, Hutto gave a long

narrative without being questioned.   However, the State would concede that at some point, questions

were asked.
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Should the Court find that the Hutto’s first statement given to Tanks was erroneously admitted

due to his invocation of the right to counsel at the conclusion of the first interview with Drake, the

State submits that any such error is harmless beyond a reasonable doubt.  The admission of statements

taken in violation of a defendant’s Fifth Amendment right, after invocation of the right to counsel,

are subject to harmless error if the reviewing court determines that the admission was harmless

beyond a reasonable doubt.  Haynes v State, 934 So. 2d 983, 991 (¶31) (Miss. 2006) (citing Goodwin

v. Johnson, 132 F.3d 162, 181 (5th Cir.1998); United States v. Webb, 755 F.2d 382, 392 (5th

Cir.1985; Chapman v. California, 386 U.S. 18, 23, 87 S.Ct. 824, 17 L.Ed.2d 705 (1967)).  The

erroneous admission of a statement taken after the defendant’s invocation of the right to counsel will

be deemed harmless when overwhelming evidence of the defendant’s guilt is presented at trial.  Id. 

See also Arizona v. Fulminante, 499 U.S. 279, 310 (1991) (holding that the admission of involuntary

statement is “trial error” as opposed to “structural defects,” and therefore subject to harmless error

analysis.).  “A harmless-error determination ‘requires an examination of the facts, the trial context

of the error, and the prejudice created thereby as juxtaposed against the strength of the evidence of

defendant’s guilt.’” Walton v. State, 998 So. 2d 971, 976 (¶14) (Miss. 2008) (quoting Hopkins v.

State, 799 So. 2d 874, 879 (Miss. 2001)).  

No prejudice resulted from the admission of Hutto’s brief statements to Tanks regarding Mark

Cox.  The same allegations Hutto made regarding Cox in this interview had already been made in his

first interview with Drake, which was properly admitted and played for the jury. Because the

statements were cumulative of statements properly admitted, their admission was harmless beyond

a reasonable doubt.  See Byrom v. State, 863 So. 2d 836, 858 (Miss. 2003) (finding that even if one

of four statements the defendant gave to law enforcement had been improperly admitted, such error

was harmless beyond a reasonable doubt where the information was cumulative of information
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relayed in another properly admitted statement.).  Further, the statements about Cox in no way amount

to a confession and are not otherwise inculpatory.  In fact, the statements appear to be exculpatory in

nature.  In any event, Hutto articulates no prejudice which could have resulted from the admission

of his first statement to Tanks, and no prejudice exists.  Further, the State’s presentation of

overwhelming evidence of Hutto’s guilt supports a finding that the erroneous admission of the first

Tanks interview was harmless beyond a reasonable doubt.

Statements Taken as a Result of Hutto’s Reinitiation of Contact With Law Enforcement 

Hutto’s second statements to Detectives Drake and Tanks were properly admitted into

evidence because although Hutto had invoked his right to counsel, he reinitiated contact with officers

and expressed a desire to give further statements.  

Once a defendant invokes his right to counsel, interrogation must cease until counsel is

provided, “unless the accused himself initiates further communication, exchanges, or conversations

with the police.”  Edwards v. Arizona, 451 U.S. 477, 484-85 (1981).  Officer Drake’s testimony at

the pretrial hearing, as well as Exhibit 58-B, clearly shows that Hutto’s second statement to Drake

and his second statement to Tanks were taken because Hutto reinitiated contact.  He was also

Mirandized and waived his Miranda rights prior to the giving of those statements.  Under the

authority of Edwards, they were properly admitted.

The trial court’s finding that Hutto’s statements were voluntarily given is supported by the

evidence and not clearly erroneous.  Even if Hutto’s second statement to authorities was improperly

admitted, it is harmless beyond a reasonable doubt because the second statement was not a

confession, was cumulative of other admissible evidence, and because of the overwhelming evidence

of Hutto’s guilt.  Hutto’s third and fourth statements were admissible because he reinitiated contact

with law enforcement.  Accordingly, Hutto’s third assignment of error fails.
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IV. THE TRIAL COURT PROPERLY SUBMITTED THE “PRIOR VIOLENT FELONY”
AGGRAVATING FACTOR TO THE JURY.

Prior to commencement of the sentencing phase, defense counsel objected to the State’s

proposed submission to the jury of the prior violent felony aggravating factor.  The prior violent

felony conviction at issue is an Alabama conviction for Sexual Abuse in the First Degree.  Exhibit

74.  Specifically, Hutto was indicted for and plead guilty to “sexual contact by forcible compulsion,

in violation of 13A-6-66 of the Code of Alabama . . . .”  Exhibit 74.  Relying on Holland v. State, 587

So. 2d 848, 874 (Miss. 1991), defense counsel argued that only Mississippi law can be used to

determine whether an out-of-state conviction is a felony involving the use or threat of violence.  T.

2415.  Defense counsel went on to argue that Mississippi does not have a criminal statute identical

to Alabama’s Sexual Assault in the First Degree statute, and that the closest Mississippi statute was

the prohibition against Fondling in Mississippi Code Section 97-5-23.  Defense counsel went on to

allege that since the victim was 17 years old, an allegation not supported by either the indictment or

judgment of conviction, the Alabama crime is not a felony conviction involving violence, since the

Mississippi crime of fondling applies only to victims under the age of 16.10  T. 2415-2416.  Defense

counsel concluded that the Alabama statute at issue has no Mississippi counterpart, so Hutto’s

Alabama conviction for Sexual Abuse in the First Degree could not be introduced as an aggravator. 

T. 2435.

The State countered that Alabama specifically recognizes, by statute, that the crime of Sexual

Abuse in the First Degree is a crime of violence.  T. 2416, 2435.  The State further argued that,

10

Defense counsel either overlooked or deemed inapplicable subsection (2) of the fondling statute
which criminalizes fondling of victims under the age of 18 by perpetrators over the age of 18 where
the perpetrator is in a position of trust or authority over the child.  Miss. Code Ann. §97-5-23(2).
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facially, the elements of the crime at issue, sexual contact by forcible compulsion, necessarily involve

violent conduct.  T. 2419-2420.  The State further argued that, to the extent Holland required an out-

of-state conviction to be comparable to a Mississippi conviction, Mississippi’s Sexual Battery statute,

rather than the Fondling statute was more comparable.  T. 2422, 2433-34.  The prosecution argued

that in Mississippi, “any crime that can be done by forcible compulsion or against the consent of the

victim is, in fact, a crime of violence.”  T. 2434, 2438.

In finding that the prior felony conviction aggravator could be submitted to the jury, the trial

court relied on Holland v. State, 587 So. 2d 848, 874 (Miss. 1991), and Hughes v. State, 892 So. 2d

203, 211 (Miss. 2004).  T. 2438-2439.  The court specifically found that elements of the crime at issue

involved the use or threat of violence or involved inherently violent conduct.  T. 2439.  The trial court

stated that even if defense counsel were correct in its position that in order to qualify as an aggravator

the out-of-state conviction must mirror a recognizable Mississippi crime, the Alabama prohibition

against Sexual Abuse in the First Degree was similar to Sexual Battery, a crime of violence.  T. 2439.

The trial court correctly applied Holland and found that Hutto’s Alabama felony conviction

for Sexual Abuse in the First Degree qualified as a felony involving the use or threat of violence to

the person and could be submitted to the jury as a statutory aggravator.  The Alabama statute under

which Hutto was convicted states, “A person commits the crime of sexual abuse in the first degree

if . . .  he subjects another person to sexual contact by forcible compulsion[.]” Ala. Code § 13A-6-66. 

The statue goes on to specify that the crime is a felony.  Ala. Code § 13A-6-66.  Sexual Abuse in the

First Degree is a crime of violence because the elements of sexual contact by forcible compulsion

necessarily involve conduct which is inherently violent, and because Alabama specifically categorizes

the crime of Sexual Abuse in the First Degree as a crime of violence.  See Ala. Code §12-25-

32(14)(a)(15).
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While the Holland court did state that a determination of whether an out-of-state conviction

qualifies as a violent felony “must be done under Mississippi law,” Holland does not require, as Hutto

suggests, the out-of-state conviction to have an identical Mississippi counterpart.  Rather,  Holland

clearly states, “For a conviction to qualify as predicate for an aggravating circumstance under this

state’s statutes, the conviction from the sister state must have been acquired under a statute which has

as an element the use or threat of violence against the person or, by necessity, must involve conduct

that is inherently violent or presents a serious potential risk of physical violence to another.”  Id.

(quoting United States v. Sherbondy, 865 F.2d 996, 1010–11 (9th Cir. 1988)).  Under the plain

language of the foregoing requirement, Sexual Abuse in the First Degree is a crime of violence

because the elements “sexual contact by forcible compulsion” necessarily “involve[s] conduct that

is inherently violent or presents a serious potential risk of physical violence to another.”  To be sure,

Black’s Law Dictionary defines “force” as “power, violence, or pressure directed against a person or

thing.”  Black’s Law Dictionary 656 (7th ed. 1999).   And “compulsion” is defined as, “the act of

compelling,” whereas “compel” is “to cause or bring about by force or overwhelming pressure.” 

Black’s Law Dictionary 276, 281 (7th ed. 1999).

The out-of-state conviction at issue in Holland was a Texas conviction for rape of a child. 

587 So. 2d at 874.  The Court concluded that the Texas conviction may not qualify as crime of

violence if the conviction was for statutory rape, which does not include an element of force or

violence.  Id.  Admittedly, the Holland court used the words “consensual, non-violent intercourse

with an individual under the age of 18 years of age,” to describe statutory rape which may not serve

as the basis for the aggravator at issue.  However, two cases relied upon by the Holland court show

that force is tantamount to violence for purposes of determining whether a felony involves the use or

threat of violence to the person for purposes of the statutory aggravating circumstance.
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Holland cited to a South Carolina case which found that a conviction for statutory rape was

not a violent felony for sentencing purposes because “force or violence was not an element of the

offense of statutory rape.”  State v. Gill, 255 S.E.2d 455, 457 (S.C. 1979).  Further, the Sherbondy

case relied on by Holland involved the question of whether a particular crime was a violent felony

for purposes of the federal habitual offender statute.  865 F.2d 996 (9th Cir. 1988).  The federal statute

at issue, 18 U.S.C. § 924(e)(1), specified that a felony which includes as an element “the use,

attempted use, or threatened use of physical force against the person of another,” is a violent felony. 

Id. at 1003.  Again, an element of the Alabama felony crime of Sexual Abuse in the First Degree is

“forcible compulsion.”  In addition to the applicable standard enunciated in Holland, the Holland

court’s reliance on Gill and Sherbondy further evidences the fact that the prior felony at issue in this

case is in fact a violent crime.

The fact that Hutto’s prior felony conviction “involve[d] conduct that is inherently violent,”

satisfies the Holland requirement for determining whether an out-of-state conviction is a felony

involving the use or threat of violence.  But the State would also address Hutto’s claim that Alabama

law cannot be considered in determining whether the Alabama conviction is a violent felony.  Hutto’s

contention is in conflict with this Court’s decision in Hughes v. State, 892 So. 2d 203 (Miss. 2004). 

In Hughes, this Court considered whether an Arkansas conviction for statutory rape was a prior

violent felony.  In doing so, the Court noted that the Arkansas habitual offender statute recognized

statutory rape as a crime of violence.  Id. at 211.  Similarly, Alabama recognizes sexual abuse in the

first degree as a crime of violence.  See Ala. Code §12-25-32(14)(a)(15).

Finally, even if Hutto were correct that the Alabama crime at issue closely resembles our

fondling statute, fondling has been deemed a crime of violence for habitual offender sentencing

purposes.  Miss. Code Ann. §97-3-2.
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For the foregoing reasons, the trial court properly found that Hutto’s prior felony conviction

for Sexual Abuse in the First Degree could be submitted to the jury for consideration. 

V. THE TRIAL COURT PROPERLY EXCLUDED INADMISSIBLE HEARSAY
TESTIMONY FROM HUTTO’S EX-WIFE AT THE PENALTY PHASE.  THE TRIAL
COURT ALSO PROPERLY PREVENTED A SOCIAL WORKER FROM
TESTIFYING OUTSIDE THE SCOPE OF HER EXPERT QUALIFICATIONS AT
THE PENALTY PHASE.

Katherine Hutto’s testimony

The defense presented Katherine Hutto, Hutto’s ex-wife, to testify in mitigation.  Katherine 

testified about her 12 years of marriage to Hutto and that they had 3 kids.  T. 2481-82.  She testified

that Hutto and their relationship were “normal” for the first five years, but that he changed after he

started boxing and was convicted for a sex crime involving a minor.  T. 2489-90.  Katherine stated

that being labeled as a sex offender and having to attend sex offender classes “just kind of sent him

down the path,” and that he “spiraled” and “went downhill.”  T. 2490-91.  The trial court sustained

the State’s hearsay objection that Katherine could not testify that Hutto told her that he was sexually

abused as a child.  T. 2486-88.  Although this testimony was excluded, social work professor Julie

Schroeder was permitted to testify that Hutto was sexually abused as a child as well as the long-term

effects of childhood sexual abuse.  T. 2560-61, 2563-66.

Hutto’s claim that the Mississippi Rules of Evidence do not apply during the penalty phase

of a death penalty prosecution is contrary to case law from this Court.  In Jordan v. State, this Court

held that the trial court properly excluded testimony, pursuant to Rule 602 of the Mississippi Rules

of Evidence, from a mitigation witness who had no personal knowledge that the defendant grew up

in church.  786 So. 2d 987, 1020 (¶121) (Miss. 2001).  Further, the Court found that Jordan was not

prejudiced by the exclusion because another mitigation witness offered the same testimony without

objection.  Id.  Additionally, in Conner v. State, 632 So. 2d 1239, 1266-67 (Miss. 1993) (overruled
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on other grounds), this Court found that mitigation testimony from the defendant’s sister that he

“heard voices” was properly excluded as “garden variety hearsay.”  All of this is to say that the Rules

of Evidence do apply during the sentencing phase of a death penalty trial, and inadmissible hearsay

may be properly excluded.  

Katherine’s excluded testimony, that Hutto told her he was sexually abused as a child, is

certainly a statement made by one other than the declarant offered to prove the truth of the matter

asserted.  M.R.E. 801.  Hearsay which does not meet an exception is inadmissible.  M.R.E. 802. 

Hutto did not argue at trial, nor does he argue on appeal, that the excluded testimony meets any

recognized hearsay exception.  Rather, he maintains only that the Rules of Evidence do not apply at

the penalty phase.  Again, Jordan and Conner show otherwise.  Morever, even if the hearsay had been

improperly excluded, which it was not, the exclusion would be harmless in light of Schroeder

testifying that Hutto was sexually abused as a child.  

Julie Schroeder’s testimony

The defense offered the testimony of Julie Schroeder, who holds a Ph.D. in social work. 

Schroeder, is a professor and researcher who teaches at Jackson State University.  T. 2503.  She is

apparently not a clinician.  Schroeder was tendered and accepted without objection as an expert in

social work, “particularly in the area of human development.”  T. 2507.  Although the State did not

object to Schroeder’s qualifications in the field of social work, it did object to not having received

a copy of her report or any opinion she would give, making it impossible to effectively cross-examine

her.  T. 2507, 2512.  The State also objected to Schroeder basing any opinion on Dr. Storer’s report,

which was indicated during her voir dire, since Dr. Storer did not reach a conclusion in his report. 

T. 2507, 2509-2510.  

As to the issue of not having previously provided the State with the substance of Schroeder’s
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opinion, defense counsel stated that Schroeder had not provided a written report.  T. 2511.  Defense

counsel also stated that the defense had only made the decision to call Schroeder as a witness six days

prior, which was eight days after trial had commenced.  T. 2513-2514.  As to the issue of what

Schroeder’s opinions would be based on, defense counsel stated that Schroeder relied on the social

history provided in Dr. Storer’s report, as well as her interviews with Hutto which were conducted

on the first week of trial, and that she would opine as to the “effects of these events in a person’s life.” 

T. 2507-2513.

The trial court accepted Schroeder as an expert in the field of social work, human

development and behavior.  T. 2524.  The court further ruled that because the State had not been

properly noticed regarding Schroeder’s proposed testimony, her testimony would be proffered outside

the presence of the jury so that the State could prepare for cross-examination.  T. 2518-19.  The trial

court also cautioned that while Schroeder was accepted as an expert in social work, she would not be

permitted to give testimony beyond her qualifications, specifically as to any type of medical diagnosis. 

T. 2519.  The trial court then made the following statement regarding Schroeder’s voir dire testimony:

The one thing that bothered me when she was up here trying to excuse me --
strike that -- or explaining, and the Court was trying to follow it very closely, where
we started talking about the crossover between social work and psychiatry and
psychology and whatever.

There’s not going to be any crossover in her testimony. She’s strictly being
offered and tendered in the field of social work and its impact that it may have on an
individual’s conduct as the result of social, environmental backgrounds in this
individual’s life; is that correct?

T. 2520.  Defense counsel responded, “That is correct.”  T. 2520. 

During her proffer, Schroder recounted traumatic events Hutto experienced during childhood

and what effects those events typically have on a child.  Schroder testified that Hutto having been

beaten by his stepfather, having observed his stepfather beat his mother, and having reported the
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abuse only to receive no help typically effects “how they view the world and how they engage in

relationships,” and “decreases a child’s ability to trust anyone.”  T. 2526-2529.  She also opined that

children who grow up in homes where parents have substance abuse problems “test higher for

depression, anxiety and aggression.”  T. 2531.  She further opined that Hutto growing up with a

mother with bipolar disorder would have been confusing for him as a child and would have sent

“mixed messages.”  T. 2532.  Schroeder further opined that Hutto’s lack of a relationship with his

biological father also sent “mixed messages.”  T. 2532-2533.  When asked about the effects of sexual

abuse on a child, Schroeder offered the following:

There’s a great deal of research that exists, and it is longitudinal research where
individuals who were victims of sexual violence in childhood in the ‘70s have been
-- have been studied over 30 to 40 years.  And the results show marked problems in
social adjustment and in social relationships, coping skills, positive social skills and
symptoms that are -- that meet criteria for post-traumatic stress disorder.  And
it really impacts how they see the world, and there’s a great deal of shame, too.

T. 2529-2530.  This was the first mention anywhere in the record of post-traumatic stress disorder. 

Note that Schroeder did not opine that Hutto had PTSD, only that it is not uncommon for children

who have been sexually abused to exhibit symptoms “that meet the criteria for post-traumatic stress

disorder.”  Schroeder acknowledged that Hutto had never sought any type of treatment “for these

problems he was reporting.”  T. 2353.  Schroeder opined that Hutto needed treatment, and when asked

what he needed treatment for, Schroeder stated that she initially believed that he may have

“intermittent explosive disorder,” but that she had insufficient information to make that

determination.  T. 2535.  

Schroeder then went on to explicitly acknowledge that Hutto did not have an “Axis I medical
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diagnosis.”  T. 2536.  Post-traumatic stress disorder is a DSM-IV Axis I diagnosis.11  This critical fact

did not stop Schroeder from then opining, “I believe he does have an anxiety disorder which is where

the post-traumatic stress fits in there.”  T. 2536.  The following exchange between defense counsel

and Schroeder occurred:

Q. And this -- you mentioned PTSD, post-traumatic stress disorder.

A. Uh-huh (affirmative response) .

Q. That is what you observed?

A. Yes.

Q. Now --

A. Based on my document review and my conversations with him, that fits most
closely and he does meet diagnostic criteria for that.

Q. And can this be treated?

A. PTSD can be treated.

Q. As a social worker, you would not -- you’re not qualified to prescribe any
medications?

A. No.

Q. So that type of treatment would have to be done by a psychiatrist or --

A. What social workers do is recommend to a psychiatrist because we do all of
the kind of background -- you know, the big picture and then tell them what
we think because psychiatrists don’t spend that much time with clients doing
that type of work.  They rely on collateral sources.

T. 2537.  Defense counsel then asked Schroeder what type of treatment plan she would recommend

11

See http://www.ptsd.va.gov/professional/assessment/adult-int/scid-ptsd-module.asp.  See also,
Anthony E. Giardino, Combat Veterans, Mental Health Issues, and the Death Penalty:
Addressing the Impact of Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder and Traumatic Brain Injury, 77
Fordham L. Rev. 2955, 2975 (2009).
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for Hutto, and Schroeder replied that Hutto needed medication for his erratic behavior, mostly likely

a low dose antidepressant or a low-dose mood stabilizer.  T. 2538.  She further opined that to “deal

with the PTSD” he would need psychoeducation and therapy.  T. 2538.

At the conclusion of the proffer, the State noted that in accepting Schroeder as an expert in

social work, the court cautioned the defense that she would not be permitted to offer a “psychological

diagnosis.”  T. 2539.  The trial court agreed, stating the following:

I’m sitting here wondering myself how can one prescribe a course of treatment
without diagnoses and certain mood-enhancing drugs, certain psychotherapy as part
of her recommendations based upon her diagnosis of -- of a medical condition or a
psychological condition.

My understanding of her offer was simply this, that she can testify all day long
about what she’s observed. She can draw opinions in her field of expertise, which is
what makes us who we are, and what she’s done quite [lengthily]. But then when it
comes down to you have a treatment plan -- I believe that’s beyond her field of
expertise for what she’s been offered for.

T. 2540.  The State also objected to Schroeder offering a PTSD diagnosis.  T. 2541.  The trial court

reminded defense counsel of his representation to the court, at page 2520 of the transcript, that

Schroeder was going to limit her testimony to field of social work and not cross over into “psychiatry

and psychology.”  T. 2541.  The trial court then asked defense counsel was not PTSD a diagnosis of

a psychological problem.  T. 2541-42.  Defense counsel agreed that it was, but opined that was within

her expert qualifications in social work.  T. 2542.  The trial court then stated that it would rule on

specific objections during her testimony before the jury.  T. 2543.

Consistent with her proffer, Schroeder testified regarding all traumatic events Hutto reported

to have experienced as a child and what effects those effects typically have on a person.  T. 2559-

2567.  Schroeder was prohibited only from offering any medical or psychological diagnosis opinions,

and from giving an opinion on a “treatment plan” for Hutto.  T. 2565, 2573, 2573-76.   As to the
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exclusion of any opinion about a “treatment plan,” the trial court found that one would need “a

specific diagnosis in order to establish a treatment plan.”  T. 2575.  Defense counsel agreed with the

court’s assessment, but offered that, “we believe that it is within the scope of a professional social

worker to diagnose a disorder and to make a treatment recommendation.”  T. 2576.

Hutto claims on appeal that the trial court’s finding that Schroeder was not qualified to offer

medical or psychological diagnosis or treatment plan opinions places the following questions before

the Court: whether PTSD is relevant mitigation evidence and whether an expert in social work is

competent to testify to this diagnosis.  The first question is not before the Court because the trial court

did not rule, nor did the State even argue at trial, that PTSD is not relevant mitigation evidence. 

Rather, the trial court ruled that the defense presented no evidence that Hutto had a PTSD diagnosis

and that Schroeder was not qualified to make such a diagnosis.  Therefore, only Hutto’s second

question is properly before the Court.

A trial court’s exclusion of expert testimony is reviewed for abuse of discretion.  Gillett v.

State, 56 So. 3d 469, 494 (¶61) (Miss. 2010) (citing Miss. Transp. Comm’n v. McLemore, 863 So. 2d

31 (Miss. 2003)).  “The trial court’s decision will stand unless the reviewing court concludes that the

decision was arbitrary and clearly erroneous, amounting to an abuse of discretion.”  Id.  Summarily,

an expert must be qualified to offer an opinion in a particular area, and the expert’s opinion must be

relevant and reliable in order to be admissible.  Id. at 494-495 (¶¶62-63).   “[W]hile this Court has

said a specialist in a particular branch within a profession will not be required, we have gone on to

say, only if the witness possesses scientific, technical, or specialized knowledge on a particular topic

will he qualify as an expert on that topic.”  Bailey Lumber & Supply Co. v. Robinson, 98 So. 3d 986,

992 (¶15) (Miss. 2012) (quoting Worthy v. McNair, 37 So. 3d 609, 616 (Miss. 2010)).

Schroeder was accepted an expert in “social work, and particularly in the areas of human
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development and behavior.”  T. 2556-57.  After the State argued that psychological disorder diagnosis

was beyond her area of expertise, it was incumbent upon the proponent to show otherwise.  Yet the

defense never did.  The defense put on no proof that one who holds a PhD in social work, and who

is apparently not a clinician, is qualified to make a PTSD diagnosis.  Notably, Schroeder never once

suggested that she was qualified to give a PTSD diagnosis, or any other medical or psychological

disorder diagnosis.   Rather, defense counsel simply kept arguing that she was.  As noted above,

Shroeder acknowledged that Hutto had never been diagnosed with PTSD, but nevertheless, she

“believed” he had anxiety disorder, “which is where the post-traumatic stress fits in there.”  T. 2536. 

She “observed” that Hutto had PTSD, and that opinion was based purely on her “document review”

and conversations with Hutto, concluding  PTSD “fits most closely and he does meet diagnostic

criteria for that.”  T. 2537.  Reading Schroeder’s testimony as a whole, it is clear that she never

claimed that she was qualified to diagnose Hutto with PTSD.  Nor did she suggest that a qualified

medical expert had ever diagnosed Hutto with PTSD.  In fact, she admitted the opposite.  

Because the defense failed to put on any proof whatsoever to support its claim that an expert in social

work is qualified to diagnose someone with PTSD, under the standards established by this Court,

Hutto simply cannot show that the trial court abused its discretion in ruling that such testimony was

beyond Schroeder’s accepted qualifications.    

Hutto relies on Fulgham v. State, 46 So. 3d 315 (Miss. 2010), to support his position that the

trial court erroneously prevented Schroeder from opining that he has PTSD.  But Fulgham is easily

distinguishable.  In Fulgham, Dr. Mark Webb, a psychiatrist, diagnosed the defendant with PTSD and

panic disorder after conducting a psychiatric assessment, and testified to the same at the sentencing

phase of Fulgham’s trial.  Id. at 334 (¶56).  The defense also presented Adrienne Dorsey-Kidd, a

licensed clinical social worker, as a mitigation witness.  Id.  Dorsey-Kidd was offered and accepted
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as an expert in the field of social work.  Id. at 335 (¶59).  She was prepared to testify as to an

“intensive social history of Fulgham,” but the State objected to her testimony about conclusions or

opinions she reached in her report, arguing that she was not a psychologist or psychiatrist, and that

her testimony was hearsay.  Id. at (¶60).  The court excluded Dorsey-Kidd’s testimony regarding her

observations of Fulgham which included: “(1) lack of parental bonding; (2) substance abuse by Carol

Morgan and at least two of Fulgham’s stepfathers; (3) lack of a biological father’s input; and (4) the

love that Fulgham had for her children and vice versa after three years of incarceration.”  Id. at (¶61).

This Court found that the exclusion of the licensed clinical social worker’s testimony was erroneous

because she was qualified under MRE 702 to give it, and it was relevant mitigation evidence.  Id. at

335-337(¶¶62-67).

The excluded testimony in Fulgham was the licensed social workers’s observations of the

defendant and a prepared social history.  Id. at 336 (¶64).  The social worker in Fulgham did not offer

an expert opinion that the defendant had PTSD.  Rather, someone qualified to give such a diagnosis -

a psychiatrist - diagnosed the defendant with PTSD and testified to the same.  The issue in the present

case - whether a social worker is qualified to give a PTSD diagnosis - was simply not addressed in

Fulgham.  Accordingly, Fulgham does not support Hutto’s claim.

Hutto also relies on Picket v. State, 143 So. 3d 596 (Miss. Ct. App. 2013), to support his claim

that Schroeder was qualified to give a PTSD diagnosis.  However, the issue before the Court of

Appeals in Pickett, a sexual battery case, was whether the trial court erred in accepting a social worker

as an expert under Rule 702 of the Mississippi Rules of Evidence.  143 So. 3d at 603-604 (¶¶22-25). 

In the present case, the State did not challenge Schroeder’s expert qualifications in the field of social

work, and Schroeder was accepted by the trial court as an expert in social work.  Rather, the State

argued that the defense was attempting to present testimony outside her area of expertise. These are
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separate and distinct issues.  See Bailey Lumber & Supply Co., 98 So. 3d at 994 (¶21).  See also

Roberson v. State, 569 So. 2d 691, 694 (Miss. 1990) (recognizing difference in being qualified as an

expert under MRE 702 and testifying beyond expert qualifications).  Accordingly, Hutto’s reliance

on Pickett is misplaced.

The State is mindful that a death penalty defendant should be permitted to present all relevant

and reliable mitigation evidence it possess to the sentencing jury.  But relevance is only the starting

point for the admissibility of evidence, and relevant evidence must be excluded when required by the

Mississippi Rules of Evidence.  M.R.E. 402.  All evidence must be admissible pursuant to the

Mississippi Rules of Evidence.  Katherine Hutto’s testimony that Hutto told her he had been sexually

molested was properly excluded as hearsay meeting no applicable exception.  But in any event, the

same evidence was presented elsewhere.  Julie Schroeder’s opinion that Hutto had PTSD, despite

having no diagnosis from a qualified medical or mental health professional, and her opinion as to

what medications he needed for an undiagnosed condition were properly excluded as going beyond 

her accepted area of expertise.  Accordingly, Hutto’s fifth assignment of error is without merit.

VI. AUTOPSY PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE VICTIM WERE PROPERLY ADMITTED
INTO EVIDENCE BECAUSE THEY SUPPLEMENTED THE EXPERT
PATHOLOGIST’S TESTIMONY AND ILLUSTRATED THE CAUSE OF DEATH.

Prior to calling Dr. Adele Lewis, the State’s expert forensic pathologist, to the stand, the

defense objected to the State offering autopsy photos into evidence.  T. 2282-83.  The defense’s

objection was not that the photographs were gruesome or inflammatory.  Rather, the defense argued

that although the photos may assist Dr. Lewis in describing the injuries which caused death, they

would not assist the jury in understanding the expert’s testimony.  T. 2283-84.  The trial court rejected

that contention and ruled that the four autopsy photographs at issue were admissible because they

were relevant to help the jury understand Dr. Lewis’s testimony and they were more probative than
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prejudicial.  T. 2286-2287.

Hutto claims that the autopsy photographs were overly prejudicial and inflammatory, and that

reversal is required due to their admission into evidence.  This is not the precise argument raised by

the defense at trial, and as such, his current claim is procedurally barred.  Rubenstein v. State, 941 So.

2d 735, 760 (¶87) (Miss. 2006) (“objection on one ground waives all other grounds on appeal). 

Alternatively, Hutto’s claim lacks merit because the photographs at issue were relevant and more

probative than prejudicial.

The admissibility of photographs lies within the sound discretion of the trial court.   Manix

v. State, 895 So.2d 167, 177–78 (¶ 30) (Miss. 2005).   The decision to admit allegedly gruesome

photographs into evidence will be disturbed on appeal only where the trial court abused its discretion. 

Id.   “Some ‘probative value’ is the only requirement needed to buttress a trial judge’s decision to

allow photographs into evidence.” Walker v. State, 913 So.2d 198, 231 (Miss. 2005) (quoting Parker

v. State, 514 So.2d 767, 771 (Miss. 1986)).  The appellant’s burden in proving that the trial court

abused its discretion in admitting an allegedly gruesome photograph into evidence is extremely high

because the “discretion of the trial judge runs toward almost unlimited admissibility regardless of the

gruesomeness, repetitiveness, and the extenuation of probative value.”  Mannix  895 So.2d at 178

(¶30) (quoting Brawner v. State, 872 So.2d 1, 14 (¶37) (Miss. 2004)).

Dr. Lewis testified that the victim suffered blunt force injuries to the head, had soft tissue

defects to left side of head and ear, bleeding of the brain, a severe skull fracture from ear to ear, a

crushed windpipe, and a fractured spine (in layman’s terms, a broken neck).  T. 2295-97, 2301.  Dr.

Lewis testified that pooling of blood in the victim’s neck muscles indicated that she either sustained

a blow to the neck or that she had been strangled.  T. 2300.  The head injuries indicated that a

significant amount of force had been applied to the victim’s head, typical of what one would expect
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from a car crash or falling from a great height.  T. 2302.  Dr. Lewis opined that the head and neck

injuries caused Ms. Simpson’s death.  T. 2303, 2305.

This Court has held that autopsy photographs are admissible only if they have probative value.

 Jackson v. State, 684 So. 2d 1213, 1230 (Miss. 1996).  A photograph has probative value if it

supplements or clarifies a witness’s testimony or describes a cause of death.  Spann v. State,  771

So.2d 883, 895 (¶31) (Miss. 2000).  The photographs which were admitted into evidence showed

bleeding in the muscles of the victim’s neck, a fractured or broken spinal cord, and a fractured or

broken skull.  Exhibits 64, 65, 66, 67;  T. 2297.  The photographs at issue both clarified Dr. Lewis’

testimony and described the cause of death.  As such, they were properly admitted.

Hutto claims that Hurns v. State, 616 So. 2d 313 (Miss. 1993), stands for the proposition that

“autopsy photos are almost per se inadmissible.”  Hurns stands for no such proposition.  The Hurns

court found that autopsy photographs in that case were properly admitted because they were relevant

and more probative than prejudicial.  Id. at 319-320.  In dicta, the Hurns court stated the following

regarding the Rule 403 balancing test which must be applied when considering the admissibility of

autopsy photos:

This Court is mindful, however, that the photograph in question is an autopsy
photograph and that prosecutors should be forewarned about the use of and reliance
upon such photographs.  Few autopsy photographs will meet the criteria of containing
more probative value, as compared to being unfairly prejudicial or inflammatory, or
overly gruesome. 

Id. at 319.  But experience belies the point.  See Gillett v. State, 56 So. 3d 469, 521-523 (¶¶153-156)

(Miss. 2010); Minor v. State, 831 So. 2 1116, 1120-21 (¶11-14) (Miss. 2002); Drake v. State, 800 So.

2d 508, 515-16 (¶29-32) (Miss. 2001).

Further, more recent case law has cast the Rule 403 balancing test, and this Court’s review

of a trial court’s Rule 403 determination, as follows:
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The question on review is not whether this Court would have admitted the evidence,
but whether the trial court abused its discretion in doing so, for “the exclusion of
prejudicial evidence is permissive; that is, if a trial court determines that the
prejudicial effect of evidence substantially outweighs its probative value, it is not
obligated to exclude the evidence, but may do so at its discretion.”

Stone v. State, 94 So. 3d 1078, 1085 (¶20) (Miss. 2012) (quoting Ross v. State, 954 So.2d 968, 993

(Miss. 2007)).  The Hurns court’s view of Rule 403 balancing seems to be at odds with this Court’s

more recent pronouncement of the Rule 403 balancing test.  

In any event, the four autopsy photographs admitted in the present case were relevant and

probative because they supplemented or clarified Dr. Lewis’ testimony and described the cause of

death.  And in light of the standard set forth in Stone, the trial court’s determination that the

photographs were more probative than prejudicial must not be disturbed on appeal.

VII. HUTTO’S RIGHT OF CONFRONTATION WAS NOT VIOLATED.

Hutto claims that his right to confront a witness against him was violated, but it is clear that

his complaint is no more than a chain-of-custody issue.  

Blood taken from Ms. Simpson’s autopsy was used to make a “bloodstain card” or “blood spot

card” at the Mississippi Crime Lab.  T. 2278.  Bloodstain cards contain a reference or known sample

and may be used by DNA analysts to compare to unknown samples.  T. 2313.  Ultimately, Kathryn

Rodgers, a forensic DNA analyst, who was accepted as an expert without objection, testified that she

compared a blood sample obtained from Hutto’s shoe to  the victim’s known sample taken from the

crime lab’s bloodstain card.  T. 2312-2317.  The DNA profiles from both sources were “a match

frequency of less than one in 276 billion.”  T. 2320.

Prior to trial, the State filed a motion in limine to exclude testimony that the wrong bloodstain

card was initially obtained from the crime lab and sent to Scales for comparison to the unknown blood

sample on Hutto’s shoe.  T. 1556-57.  After hearing argument from both sides, the trial court ruled
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that it would hear a proffer outside the presence of the jury before making a ruling.  T. 1561.   

Prior to Rodgers’ testimony, the State called Hinds County Sheriff’s Department Investigator

Greg Lewis as a chain-of-custody witness.  Lewis testified that he traveled to Lee County, Alabama

to process the victim’s car, which was in the custody of the Lee County Sheriff’s Department after

Hutto’s arrest.  T. 2262.  Among the evidence obtained from the car were Hutto’s black Nike sandals

which were placed in the Hinds County Sheriff’s Department evidence vault.  T. 2262. Lewis also

retrieved a bloodstain card from the Mississippi Crime Lab to deliver to Scales Bio Lab for DNA

testing and for comparison to the suspected blood on Hutto’s shoe.  T. 2262-63, 2265.

On cross-examination, Lewis was asked whether the bloodstain card he retrieved from the

Mississippi Crime Lab to deliver to Scales Bio Lab was “the first or second card,” which garnered

an objection from the State.  T. 2267.  At a bench conference, the State reminded the court that it had

yet to rule on its motion in limine.  T. 2267.  Lewis and the jury were sent out of the court room, and

the court accepted a proffer from Mississippi Crime Lab employ Kristy Fuson on the issue of the

mislabeling of the victim’s bloodstain card.  T. 2268-2269.

Fuson testified that the crime lab assigns numbers to all cases.  T. 2271-72.  All charts,

paperwork, and evidence for a particular case has a sticker with its assigned case number affixed to

it.  T. 2271-72.  Ms. Simpson’s crime lab file was designated as SME No. 10-1136, but when that

case number was typed up for the labels to affix to items in her file, the 6 was transposed with the

number 8.  T. 2270- 2271.  Therefore, the bloodstain card Lewis picked up from the crime lab and

delivered to Scales Bio Lab was labeled “ETHEL WINSTEAD SIMPSON SME #10-1138 BLOOD

SPOT.”  Exhibit 63 for ID; T. 2271.  When Scales Bio Lab generated a male DNA profile from that

bloodstain card, they contacted the crime lab to inform.  T. 2270.  Once the mislabeling was

identified, the items in Ms. Simpson’s filed were relabeled with the correct case number, and her
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bloodstain card was sent to Scales Bio Lab.  T. 2278; Exhibit 62.  The second bloodstain card the

crime lab sent to Scales contained blood obtained from Ms. Simpson’s autopsy.  T. 2279.

At the conclusion of the proffer, the trial court ruled that any testimony regarding the initial

mislabeling of Ms. Simpson’s file at the crime lab and Scales initially receiving a male DNA sample

was not relevant, and even it if could be deemed relevant, it would only confuse the jury.  T. 2279-80. 

First, defense counsel failed to present a Confrontation Clause argument in the trial court, and

as such, did not preserve the issue for appellate review.  Rubenstein v. State, 941 So. 2d 735, 755

(¶48) (Miss. 2006).  However, this Court has stated that because right of confrontation is a

fundamental right, it will employ plain error review to determine whether a Confrontation Clause

violation occurred, and if so, whether it resulted in a manifest miscarriage of justice.  Conners v.

State, 92 So. 3d 676, 682 (¶15) (Miss. 2012).

Criminal defendants have a fundamental constitutional right to be confronted with the

witnesses who testify against them.  U.S. Const. amend. VI; Miss. Const. of 1890, Art. 3, §26.  This

right applies to in-court testimony as well as testimonial hearsay, unless the witness is unavailable

and the defendant had a prior opportunity to cross-examine.  Rubenstein v. State,  941 So.2d 735, 754

(¶46) (Miss. 2006) (citing Crawford v. Washington, 541 U.S. 36, 53-54 (2004)).  “[T]he purpose of

the Confrontation Clause is ‘to advance the accuracy of the truth determining process . . . by assuring

that the trier of fact has a satisfactory basis for evaluating the trust of a prior statement.’”  Id. (quoting

Lanier v. State, 533 So.2d 473, 488 (Miss. 1988)).  

Any valid confrontation clause argument, at a minimum, identifies the witness against the

defendant whom he was prohibited from confronting.  Hutto argues only that he should have been

able to cross-examine “witnesses” regarding the mislabeling which occurred at the crime lab. 

However, it appears from the record that only Fuson could have testified to that information, and
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Hutto could not have cross-examined her since the State did not call her as a witness.  Quite simply,

Fuson was not a witness against Hutto, so he had no right to confront her.

Hutto’s reliance on Bullcoming v. New Mexico, 131 S. Ct. 2705 (2011) , and Melendez-Diaz

v. Massachusetts, 557 U.S. 305 (2009) , is misplaced.  Both of those cases dealt with the introduction

of testimonial hearsay, which is not at issue in the present case.  The testimonial hearsay at issue in

Melendez-Diaz was the introduction into evidence of sworn “certificates of analysis” which stated that

the substance seized from the defendant was cocaine.  557 U.S. at 308.  The certificates or affidavits

clearly contained testimonial out-of-court statements, “the precise testimony the analysts would be

expected to provide if called at trial,” and were admitted into evidence in lieu of live testimony of any

witness involved in the testing of the cocaine.  Id. at 310.  Because Melendez-Diaz was denied the

right to be confronted with the witness(es) against him, that is an analyst involved in the testing, and

denied the right to challenge on cross-examine an analyst involved in the testing, his conviction was

reversed and remanded.  “The Sixth Amendment does not permit the prosecution to prove its case via

ex parte out-of-court affidavits . . .”  Id. at 329.  

In Bullcoming, an aggravated DUI case, the State entered into evidence a lab report which

showed that Bullcoming’s blood-alcohol level was above the legal limit.  131 S. Ct at 2709.  The

analyst who produced the report was on unpaid leave for reasons not disclosed, and another analyst

who had no involvement at all in the analysis of the defendant’s blood testified at trial.  Id. at 2710-

11.  It appears that the testifying analyst in Bullcoming was basically just handed a file and told to go

testify about another analyst’s conclusion and opinion.  The testifying analyst did not give his own

expert opinion.  Id. at 2716.  Hence the term “surrogate testimony.”  The Court held that “surrogate

testimony” of the kind presented in Bullcoming did not satisfy the defendant’s right to confront the

witnesses against him. Id.  
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Hutto does not identify any testimonial hearsay admitted against him at trial because no

testimonial hearsay was admitted.  And the only forensic analyst who testified against him was

Rodgers, who clearly conducted the DNA testing herself and who testified as to her own conclusions

regarding the DNA testing.  At best, Hutto may have a chain-of-custody argument.  But as the

Melendez-Diaz court noted, “[I]t is not the case, that anyone whose testimony may be relevant in

establishing the chain of custody, authenticity of the sample, or accuracy of the testing device, must

appear in person as part of the prosecution’s case.”  557 U.S. at 311, n. 1.12

Again this is not a Confrontation Clause issue.  Rather, it is a mere evidentiary issue.  The trial

court properly ruled that the fact that the Mississippi Crime Lab initially sent the wrong bloodstain

card to Scales Bio Lab was not relevant.  The trial court’s alternate ruling, that even if the evidence

was relevant, it should be excluded because it would only serve to confuse the jury is also correct. 

Rule 403 of the Mississippi Rules of Evidence provides that relevant evidence may be excluded if it

would serve only to confuse or mislead the jury.  M.R.E. 403.  Because the fact that the crime lab

initially sent the wrong sample to Scales due to a clerical error was a collateral matter, the explanation

of which would potentially confuse or mislead the jury, such evidence was properly excluded.  See

Davis v. State, 680 So. 2d 848, 850 (Miss. 1996).

VIII. A STATE WITNESS’S BRIEF, NONDESCRIPT REFERENCE TO A “THREAT”
WAS NOT EVIDENCE OF A PRIOR BAD ACT, AND EVEN IF IT WAS, IT WAS

12

Outside alleged Sixth Amendment violations, the focus of a chain of custody argument for the
exclusion of evidence concerns “whether there is an indication or reasonable inference of probable
tampering with the evidence or substitution of the evidence.”  Tubbs v. State, 185 So. 3d 363, 369
(¶19) (Miss. 2016).  Fuson’s proffer makes clear that Ms. Simpson’s known blood sample was not
tampered with; it was merely mislabeled.  T. 2269-2280.  And Rodgers’ testimony shows that the
victim’s known blood sample was not substituted with other evidence, because a comparison of the
DNA from Ms. Simpson’s bloodstain card, Ken Simpson’s buccal swab, and the blood on Hutto’s
shoe showed that the blood on Hutto’s shoe came from Ken Simpson’s biological mother. T. 2318.
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NOT USED TO SHOW CONFORMITY THEREWITH.

The State called Michael Ivy, former Hinds County Sheriffs Deputy over the Raymond

detention center, as its final witness during the guilt phase.  The thrust of Ivy’s testimony concerned

incriminating letters Hutto asked Ivy to deliver to the district attorney’s office while Hutto was

awaiting trial.  The first letter, introduced as Exhibit 70, stated the following:

To whomever it concerns:

What are you waiting on? It’s been going on two years. Don’t you think it’s time for
some closure for both Ethel’s family and my family, also?  As soon as you cut through
all the red tape we can move forward in a civilized manner.  So send the crazy doctor
to see me so I can prove that I’m NOT crazy then we’ll proceed.  See you in court.  

T. 2328; Exhibit 70.  Superimposed over the body of the text appear the words, “Fuck the Law.”  T. 

2238; Exhibit 70.  The second jailhouse letter read as follows:

How much money and time do we have to waste? Send the crazy doctor to see me and
I’ll prove it to you that I’m not crazy.  Should be all the drama I’ve been through in
my 41 years on this earth.  I’M NOT!  But anyways Ethel’s family my family have
been through enough.  It’s time for some closure.  I’ve already told Andre de Gruy that
I want to confess, so set up the media press and let’s proceed.  Let justice be served. 
I’m man enough to face whatever happens.  

T. 2329; Exhibit 69.  

After testifying regarding the contents of the two letters, the prosecutor asked, “And would

he generally give you correspondence, Captain Ivy?”  T. 2329.  Ivy responded, “Yeah.  He gave me

quite a bit of correspondence and notes and threats and all kind of stuff.”  T. 2330.  Defense counsel

moved for a mistrial, claiming that Ivy “referred to threats he received from Mr. Hutto,” amounting

to evidence of other crimes.  T. 2330.  The motion was denied.  T. 2320.

The trial court must declare a mistrial only where trial error occurs which would result in

“substantial and irreparable prejudice” to the defense.  Pitchford v. State, 45 So. 3d 216, 240 (¶95)

(Miss. 2010).  This Court reviews the trial court’s denial of motions for mistrial under an abuse of
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discretion standard of review.  Id.

Rule 404(b) prohibits the introduction into evidence of a defendant’s prior bad acts in order

to prove that he acted in conformity therewith. “The reason for the rule is to prevent the State from

raising the inference that the accused has committed other crimes and is therefore likely to be guilty

of the offense charged” White v. State, 842 So.2d 565, 573 (¶ 24) (Miss. 2003).  Ivy’s brief, passing

reference to “threats” was too vague and nondescript to possibly amount to evidence of other crimes

or bad acts.  And even if the reference to “threats,” which was lumped together with “correspondence

and notes” could somehow be considered evidence of other crimes or bad acts, it was certainly not

used to suggest that because Hutto made nondescript threats to some unidentified individual(s), he

must have brutally murdered Ethel Simpson during the commission of a robbery.  In fact, the

vagueness of the statement rendered it impossible for the State to possibly show “conformity

therewith.”

No Rule 404(b) violation occurred, and Hutto suffered no substantial, irreparable prejudice

from Ivy’s reference to a threat.  Accordingly, the trial court properly denied Hutto’s motion for

mistrial. 

IX. EVIDENCE OF THE VICTIM’S CHARACTER WAS PROPERLY ADMITTED.

Hutto claims portions of the State’s opening statement, which described the victim as vibrant

and social and which informed the jury that her husband died of cancer, were irrelevant and

prejudicial.  Hutto makes the same claim regarding the testimony of several witnesses who described

the victim.  However, all of the aforementioned was relevant to the State’s case.

This Court has held that testimony regarding the background of the victim which “merely set

the stage for the presentation of relevant evidence,” is admissible.  Goff v. State, 14 So. 3d 625, 652

(¶109) (Miss. 2009) (citing Spicer v. State, 921 So.2d 292,  307 (¶29) (Miss. 2006)).  See also Dycus
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v. State, 875 So. 2d 140, 170 (¶148) (Miss.  2004) (“Evidence of the victim’s character is admissible

if it is relevant to the crime.”) (citing Randall v. State, 806 So.2d 185, 225 (Miss. 2001); Mack v.

State, 650 So.2d 1289 (Miss.1994); Hansen v. State, 592 So.2d 114, 146-47 (Miss. 1991)).

The portion of the State’s opening statement which described Ms. Simpson as vibrant and

social, along with the testimony of witnesses who briefly described the same, was relevant to show

why an eighty-one-year-old woman would have befriended and gone anywhere with a thirty-nine-

year-old transient she had just met.  The testimony showed that Ms. Simpson attended the Healthplex

every day, sometimes multiple times a day, to exercise and socialize.  T. 1633, 1641, 1686.  She was

active and social in other ways, and enjoyed dining with friends, going out to listen to live music, and

was involved in many community organizations and events.  Ms. Simpson’s friend, Jan Cossitt,

described her as “probably one of the most generous, giving people I’ve ever met in my life.  Never

met a stranger.”  T. 1686.  Cossitt also testified that she was alarmed when she discovered that Ms.

Simpson had left the Healthplex with a stranger and called her friend to find out “what in the world

made her ... take up with a total stranger.”  T. 1691.  Cossitt said that Ms. Simpson advised her that

although it was out of character for her to have done so, she felt like Hutto was someone she needed

to help because he had “the same kind of cancer that her husband Henry had died with.”  T. 1691. 

All of this information is relevant to the crime, and it also set the stage for other relevant evidence.

The State’s theory of the case was that Hutto, who had no money or transportation, was

essentially stranded and desperate after his car broke down in Clinton.  He then targeted and

manipulated the outgoing yet vulnerable Ms. Simpson to get what he wanted.  Part of his ploy

included lying to her about having the same type of cancer which killed her husband.  The two ended

up dining and socializing, which was consistent with the victim’s character, prior to the brutal murder. 

Therefore, the victim’s status as a widow and testimony regarding her outgoing and social nature was
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relevant under the authority of Goff and Dycus.  And certainly it was better for Hutto that the jury

understand why Ms. Simpson would have voluntarily accompanied him on the evening of the murder

than it would have been for the jury to speculate as to why an elderly widow of some means would

have been in the company of a destitute transient half her age who she had just met.

Hutto relies on Wiley v. State, 484 So. 2d 339 (Miss. 1986) to support his claim that evidence

of Ms. Simpson’s character was improperly admitted. However, the language Hutto relies on from

Wiley stands for the proposition that a victim’s character for peacefulness is not relevant unless there

is an issue regarding whether the victim was the initial aggressor.13  Certainly this proposition of law

has no bearing on the present issue.  Rather, the issue is controlled by Goff, Spicer, Dycus, Randle,

Mack, and Hansen. 

Because the testimony at issue was relevant to the murder and set the stage for other relevant

evidence, it was properly admitted by the trial court.  

X. THE TRIAL COURT PROPERLY REFUSED AN INTOXICATION INSTRUCTION
BECAUSE INTOXICATION IS NOT A VALID LEGAL DEFENSE TO A CRIMINAL
CHARGE.

Hutto seems to acknowledge that voluntary intoxication is not a valid defense.  But he claims

that “involuntary intoxication may be a defense.”  Therefore, he concludes that instruction D-8, an

intoxication instruction, not a voluntary intoxication instruction, was improperly refused.  First,

instruction D-8 was improperly refused because it was an intoxication instruction, and the law is clear

13

This proposition of law is codified in Rule 404(a)(2) of the Mississippi Rules of Evidence.  Wiley
handed down just one month after the Mississippi Rules of Evidence went into effect.  Wiley relies
on the pre-rules cases of Shinall v. State, 199 So. 2d 251, 257 (Miss. 1967) and Hubbard v. State, 288
So. 2d 716, 717 (Miss. 1974).  The holdings of Shinall and Hubbard are simply the statement of law
which was later codified in Rule 404(a)(2).  All of this is to say that neither Rule 404(a)(2) nor the
pre-rules cases cited in Wiley have any bearing on the present issue.
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that intoxication is not a defense.  Second, this Court has not held that involuntary intoxication is a

defense.  Finally, even if involuntary intoxication was a valid defense, Hutto did not submit an

instruction on involuntary intoxication, and even if he had, there was no evidentiary basis for such

an instruction. 

Hutto claims that instruction D-8 was a theory of defense instruction necessary to show that 

he did not have specific intent to commit the underlying crime of robbery.  This Court has repeatedly

held that intoxication is not a valid defense to a specific intent crime.  Stevens v. State, 806 So. 2d

1031, 1051-52 (¶90) (Miss. 2001); Davis v. State, 684 So. 2d 643, 653 (Miss. 1996); Lanier v. State,

533 So. 2d 473, 478-79 (Miss. 1988) (citing Lee v. State, 403 So.2d 132 (Miss. 1981)); Fairchild v.

State, 459 So. 2d 793, 801 (Miss. 1984).  Accordingly, the trial court properly refused instruction D-8. 

Hutto suggests for the first time on appeal that he was pursuing an involuntary intoxication

defense as to the underlying robbery.  However, refused instruction D-8 makes no reference to

involuntary intoxication, nor did defense counsel make any argument regarding involuntary

intoxication during the jury instruction conference.  Because Hutto did not pursue a claim of

involuntary intoxication in the trial court, the issue should be deemed barred from review.  Byrom v.

State, 863 So. 2d 836, 865-66 (¶96) (Miss. 2003).

Alternatively, Hutto’s claim is not supported by controlling legal authority, which serves as

an additional procedural bar to the issue.   Batiste v. State, 121 So. 3d 808, 861 (¶134) (Miss. 2013). 

Hutto relies on Kircher v. State, 753 So. 2d 1017 (Miss. 1999) to support his contention that

involuntary intoxication may be a cognizable defense.  But the issue in Kircher was whether the

defendant’s confession was voluntarily made because it was taken while he was being treated in the

emergency room and possibly under the influence of morphine administered in the course of treatment

and other drugs he was allegedly administered in rehab.   Id. at 1023-27 (¶¶26-43).  In discussing the
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voluntariness of Kircher’s confession, the reviewing court simply noted as fact that the trial court had

granted an instruction on involuntary intoxication.  Id. at 1025-1026 (¶36).  The Kircher court in no

way held that involuntary intoxication was a cognizable defense to any crime.  Rather, it merely

relayed the fact that the trial court had given an involuntary intoxication instruction while considering

the issue of the voluntariness of Kircher’s confession.  As such, Kirchner does not stand for the

proposition that involuntary intoxication is a valid defense to any crime.  And in fact, this Court

recently stated that “[T]his Court has not addressed whether Mississippi law recognizes the defense

of involuntary intoxication . . . .”  Hale v. State, 2014-KA-01778-SCT (Miss. Feb. 4, 2016). 

Finally, even if this Court were to acknowledge involuntary intoxication as a defense, not only

did Hutto not submit an instruction on involuntary intoxication, there was absolutely no evidence to

support such an instruction.  While witnesses who observed Hutto at the Healthplex opined that it

appeared he was “on something,” there was not a shred of evidence to support a finding that he was

involuntarily intoxicated.  In fact, Hutto acknowledges in his brief, “There was no testimony

regarding how Hutto may have become intoxicated - voluntarily or involuntarily.”  Appellant’s Brief

at 40.  A defendant is not entitled to a theory of defense jury instruction which has no evidentiary

basis.  Bailey v. State, 78 So.3d 308, 315 (¶20) (Miss. 2012).  Hutto correctly states that an instruction

on the defendant’s theory of defense must be granted even where the evidence which supports the

granting of the instruction is “weak, inconsistent, or of doubtful credibility.”  Banyard v. State, 47

So.3d 676, 681 (¶12) (Miss. 2010).  But, Hutto failed to meet even this low evidentiary threshold.  

For the foregoing reasons, the trial court properly denied instruction D-8.

XI. CRIME SCENE INVESTIGATOR RATHER’S TESTIMONY THAT A SMEARED
RED STAIN INSIDE THE BOX CONTAINING THE VICTIM’S BODY “APPEARED
TO BE BLOOD” WAS AN ADMISSIBLE LAY OPINION. 

Prior to trial, the defense filed a motion in limine to prohibit the introduction of any testimony
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that the red stains found inside the box where the victim’s body was found appeared to be blood.  C.P.

171-175.  At the hearing on the motion, the defense argued that the crime scene investigator should

not be permitted to opine that the substance on the container appeared to be blood since the State did

not test the substance to determine if it was blood, so the witness’s opinion would be speculative.  T.

1541.  The defense further argued that the investigator’s testimony should not be permitted under 

Rule 701 because he did not possess “first hand knowledge.”  T. 1542.  The defense claimed that the

investigator’s duties were limited to “preservation of the scene, this is the way it looked, not his

speculation about what he saw there.”  T. 1543.  The State responded the jury could assess the weight

and credibility of the crime scene investigator’s lay opinion that the substance appeared to be blood. 

T. 1545-47.  

During the hearing, the parties also discussed the gruesome nature of the photographs, how

they could be altered so that the jury would not see maggots on large portions of the body, and how

many the State should be permitted to introduce.  The State agreed to offer only one of three photos

at issue, hearing exhibit number 2, and to crop it so that the jury would not see maggots covering the

victim’s body.  T. 1543-44.  The trial court ruled hearing exhibit 2, the photo showing the positioning

of the victim’s body in the container as well as the red stains inside the container were relevant and

more probative than prejudicial, but that the maggots would have to be edited out..  T. 1551-52.  The

trial court also ruled that another photo, hearing exhibit 4 which showed the victim’s legs protruding

from the container, would also be admissible but would have to be cropped or edited, as suggested

by the defense, so that the jury would not see that a portion of the foot and/or leg had either

decomposed or been devoured by an animal.  T. 1552-1556.

After the trial court made the aforementioned rulings as to the photographs at issue, the

defense stated that it had no further motions.  T. 1556.  The court then took up other matters before
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bringing the jury in.  T. 1557-1577.  By the conclusion of the hearing, the court had not specifically

ruled whether the crime scene investigator would be permitted to testify that the red stain inside the

container appeared to be blood.  

Hinds County Sheriff’s Department crime scene investigator Eric Rather testified that his

duties at the crime scene included photographing and collecting evidence.  T. 1944-1946.  In doing

so, Rather took several pictures of the victim’s body and the large plastic container which was placed

over the victim.  T. 1947-1951.  Prior to the photographs being published to the jury, the trial court

sent the jury out to make on-the-record findings as to the admissibility of the photographs, including

a Rule 403 balancing test.  T. 1953-55.  After finding that the photographs of the victim’s body were

admissible, the trial court asked for a proffer of the remainder of Rather’s testimony.  T. 1955.  The

State advised that it intended to ask the witness about what he saw on the scene, including his

observation of the substance that appeared to be blood in the container.  T. 1961.  The following

exchange between the State and trial court then occurred:

[BY THE STATE:] I’m not going to ask for an expert opinion, Your Honor, if the
Court’s ruled about that. And that would be the limit of my
questioning on that subject.

BY THE COURT: Okay. Be cautious.

BY [THE STATE]:  Yes, sir, I understand.

BY THE COURT: I’m going to instruct the witness to be responsive to the
questions, allow the questions to be completed and if there is
an objection to the question, do not respond until the Court has
ruled.

BY THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.

T. 1961.

Rather’s direct examination resumed, and he testified that “red stains that appeared to be
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blood” were on the inside of the container in which the victim’s body was found.14  T. 1964; Exhibit

42.  Rather testified that he observed “what may have been hand -- or impressions inside the

container.”  T. 1966.

On cross-examination, Rather acknowledged that he did not take a sample of the red substance

to send off to determine if it was in fact blood, so he could not state with certainty that it was blood. 

T. 1967-68.  Defense counsel questioned the witness about why he took samples of what appeared

to be blood from other areas of the crime scene, but not from the inside of the container.  T. 1969-70. 

Rather responded, “It -- it appeared to me those were obviously from the subject that was in the

container.  It appeared to me that was obviously made by that person, just with relevancy to where

the hands were.”  T. 1970.

On redirect, Rather testified that he had been called out to “hundreds” of crime scenes and

observed the presence of blood at many of them.  T. 1970.  He reiterated that the red substance in the

box covering the victim’s body appeared to be blood, and that opinion was based on his experience

as a trained law enforcement officer.  T. 1971.  Only at this point did the defense object that the State

was “asking for an opinion.”  T. 1971. 

Hutto claims that the trial court erred in permitting Rather to opine that the red substance

inside the container placed over the victim appeared to be blood.  The State would first note that

although the defense filed a motion to exclude such an opinion and argued its point at a pretrial

hearing, the defense did not obtain a ruling from the trial court.  The moving party has an affirmative

duty to see his motion through to a hearing and ruling.  Lambert v. State, 518 So. 2d 621, 623 (Miss.

14

Officer David Cox had also testified that he observed a “reddish color” substance inside the container
which, “in my experience, it looked like blood.”  T. 1942.
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1987) (citing Sharplin v. State, 357 So.2d 940 (Miss. 1978); Dyer v. State, 300 So.2d 788 (Miss.

1974)).  Accordingly, Hutto’s failure to obtain a ruling on his Rule 701 motion to exclude Rather’s

testimony bars his claim that the trial court erred in permitting Rather’s lay opinion testimony.  And

although defense counsel objected to Rather’s testimony on re-direct, Rather had already testified on

direct that the substance appeared to be blood.  Hutto’s failure to raise a contemporaneous objection

also bars his claim from review.  Jordan v. State, 786 So. 2d 987, 1002 (¶27) (Miss. 2001); Willis v.

State, 911 So. 2d 947, 949 -950 (¶¶9-12) (Miss. 2005). 

Without abandoning its position that Hutto’s claim is procedurally barred, the State would also

show that his claim lacks merit.  Rather’s testimony that the red substance appeared to be blood was

admissible under M.R.E. 701.  Rule 701 provides, “If the witness is not testifying as an expert, the

witness’s testimony in the form of opinions or inferences is limited to those opinions or inferences

which are (a) rationally based on the perception of the witness, (b) helpful to the clear understanding

of the testimony or the determination of a fact in issue, and (c) not based on scientific, technical, or

other specialized knowledge within the scope of Rule 702.”  M.R.E. 701.

Rather’s testimony that the red substance appeared to be blood meets all requirements for Rule

701 lay opinion testimony.  Rather personally observed the red substance when he was photographing

the crime scene and collecting evidence.15  The red substance was on the inside of a box covering the

body of a victim who had been brutally murdered.  His opinion was “rationally based on his

15

Hutto’s claim that Rather’s testimony fails to meet the first prong of Rule 701 is based either on his
misunderstanding that Rather only saw the substance in a photograph, or an erroneous impression that
the rule requires the witness to be present at the time of crime or event. However, this Court has made
clear that a witness can give a lay opinion as to what he observed at the scene of an accident, even
though the witness was not present at the time the accident occurred.  Seal v. Miller, 605 So. 2d 240,
244 (Miss. 1992).
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perception,” as evidenced by his testimony that the red stains “appeared to me those were obviously

from the subject that was in the container.  It appeared to me that was obviously made by that person,

just with relevancy to where the hands were.”  T. 1970.  Such testimony satisfies the first requirement

of Rule 701.  The testimony was also helpful to a clear understanding of the testimony because

Rather, a crime scene investigator, testified as to what he observed on the crime scene, including the

condition of the victim’s body and where it was found.  And Rather’s opinion did not require

scientific, technical, or other specialized knowledge.  He did not say that the substance was blood,

which would require a Rule 702 expert opinion.  He merely stated that it looked like blood to him.

In a wrongful death case, this Court found that it was permissible for a witness to give a Rule

701 lay opinion that a white substance found in the decedent’s pocket appeared to be crystal meth,

“based on [her] purported experience with crystal meth.”  Utz. v. Running & Rolling Trucking, Inc.,

32 So. 3d 450, 460 (¶20) (Miss. 2010).  This Court found that the opinion met the requirements of

Rule 701 because the witness observed the white substance and was familiar with crystal meth based

on past use, the opinion was helpful to the jury in determining whether the decedent may have been

under the influence at the time of the collision, and the testimony “was not based on scientific,

technical, or other specialized knowledge within the scope of Rule 702.”  Id. at 461 (¶24).  Certainly

if a lay person can permissibly give a Rule 701 lay opinion that a white substance is crystal meth, then

surely a lay person can give a Rule 701 opinion that a red smeared substance on the inside of a box

covering one who has been brutally murdered “appears to be blood.”16  See also, Smith v. State, 725

16

Hutto suggests that Rather’s opinion was not probative since he did not have the red substance tested,
but in Utz, the Court found that the lay witness’s opinion that the white substance was crystal meth
was proper even though the substance was flushed down the toilet and never tested to determine if
it was in fact crystal meth.  Id. at 461 (¶22).  
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So. 2d 922, 925-26 (¶¶4-6) (Miss. Ct. App. 1998) (officer properly gave lay opinion testimony that

a shoe print on the back door of the victim’s house appeared to have the same pattern as a shoe found

at the defendant’s residence.).  For the foregoing reasons, Officer Rather’s testimony that the red

substance “appeared to be blood” was properly admitted.17

Building on his claim that Rather’s testimony was improperly admitted at the guilt phase,

Hutto claims that Rather’s opinion testimony was the only evidence admitted in support of the

heinous, atrocious, or cruel aggravating circumstance.  Specifically, Hutto claims that the State’s

theory that the victim did not immediately die and that she may have struggled to escape from the hog

feed container was based on impermissibly speculative testimony which was contradicted by the

State’s pathologist.   First, evidence regarding the victim’s consciousness during the fatal beating was

not the only evidence provided which supported the especially heinous, atrocious, or cruel aggravator. 

Second, the State’s theory that the victim may have remained conscious for some time before death

was not contradicted by the pathologist’s testimony.

While Hutto focuses on the issue of whether the victim quickly lost consciousness, the

victim’s consciousness before death was not the only evidence presented which supported the

especially heinous, atrocious, or cruel aggravator.  “The number of wounds, the number of lethal

weapons used to inflict these wounds, and the fact that death was not immediate, but prolonged may

all be considered as evidence supporting a jury’s finding of the HAC aggravator.”  Batiste v. State,

17

The State would also briefly note that Rule 701 of the Mississippi Rules of Evidence mirrors Rule
701 of the Federal Rules of Evidence.  Compare M.R.E. 701 with F.R.E. 701.  The Advisory
Committee Notes for the Federal Rules, in discussing the often fine line between lay and expert
testimony, states, “a lay witness with experience could testify that a substance appeared to be blood,
but ... a witness would have to qualify as an expert before he could testify that bruising around the
eyes is indicative of skull trauma.” F.R.E. 701 advisory committee’s notes.
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121 So. 3d 808, 870 (¶172) (Miss. 2013) (citing King v. State,  960 So.2d 413, 441 (¶54) (Miss.

2007)).  The circumstances leading up to the killing, vulnerability of the victim, and the victim’s

mental anguish are also proper considerations in determining whether a killing was especially

heinous, atrocious, or cruel.  Ronk v. State, 172 So. 3d 1112, 1143 (¶83) (Miss. 2015) (citing  Bennett

v. State, 933 So.2d 930, 954 (Miss. 2006)). 

The circumstances leading up to Ms. Simpson’s murder, the vulnerability of the victim, the

manner in which she was murdered, the number of injuries she sustained, the mental anguish she

likely suffered, and the probability that death was not immediate all supported the trial court’s

decision to submit the HAC instruction to the jury.  The evidence showed that Hutto, who was

stranded and penniless, sought out a vulnerable victim, preyed upon the elderly widow, and

manipulated her into feeling sorry for him by lying about having the same type of cancer which killed

her husband.  Due to Hutto’s lies and manipulation, Ms. Simpson told her friend, Jan Cossitt, that she

felt like she needed to help Hutto.  T. 1691.  Indeed she did, by giving him a ride to his hotel, buying

him lunch on the way, then picking him up that evening, and treating him to dinner.  She was repaid

by Hutto taking her life by brutally beating her to death, all for mere lucre.

Dr. Lewis’ testimony regarding the injuries Ms. Simpson sustained also supported submitting

the HAC instruction to the jury.  Dr. Lewis testified that the victim sustained blunt force injuries to

the head, soft tissue defects to the left side of her head and ear, bleeding of the brain, a severe skull

fracture - from ear to ear, bleeding into the muscles of the neck, a crushed windpipe, and a fractured

spine (broken neck).  T. 2295-2301.  In addition to being severely beaten, the pooling of the blood

in the victim’s neck indicated that she may have been strangled.  T. 2300.  It is difficult to imagine

how anyone could characterize the infliction of such severe injuries upon an eighty-one-year-old

vulnerable victim as anything but heinous, atrocious, and cruel.
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Substantial evidence supported the trial court’s submission of the HAC instruction to the jury. 

Hutto’s claim that the only evidence offered in support of the instruction was Rather’s testimony,

which Hutto characterizes as rank speculation, is factually and legally incorrect.

Hutto’s claim that Dr. Lewis’ testimony contradicted a finding that the victim quickly lost

consciousness is contradicted by the record. Dr. Lewis did testify that either of the two fatal injuries

Ms. Simpson received - the ear-to-ear skull fracture of the broken neck - “would have caused a loss

of consciousness quite quickly.”  T. 2305.  However, the two fatal injuries were not the only injuries

the victim sustained.  Dr. Lewis described at least six distinct injuries.  T. 2295-2303.  Further, Dr.

Lewis explicitly stated that she could not determine the order in which the injuries were sustained. 

T. 2303.  From Lewis’ testimony, combined with the jury’s observation of the smeared red substance

near the victim’s hands, the jury could have reasonably inferred that Ms. Simpson remained conscious

and suffered for some time prior to her death.  

Further, Hutto’s argument regarding the length of time the victim did or did not remain

conscious is a red herring.  In King v. State, this Court stated it “ has rejected the notion that the

victim’s ‘ability to remain conscious’ after sustaining the lethal wounds has any relevance” to the

determination of whether sufficient evidence was presented to support the HAC aggravator.  960 So.

2d 413, 441 (¶ 54) (Miss. 2007) (citing , Manning v. State, 735 So.2d at 349-350 (Miss. 1999).

Substantial evidence was presented in support of the HAC instruction.  Accordingly, Hutto’s

assignment of error fails.

XII. THE TRIAL COURT PROPERLY PERMITTED THE JURY TO CONSIDER THE
UNDERLYING FELONY AS AN AGGRAVATING FACTOR IN SENTENCING.

 
Hutto asks the Court to revisit a well settled issue - the use of the underling felony of robbery

as an aggravating circumstance.  This Court has repeatedly held, as the appellant confesses, that the
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use of the underlying felony as an aggravating circumstance is constitutional.  In Gillett v. State, 56

So.3d 469 (Miss. 2010), the Court, reiterated that the “felony underlying the capital-murder

conviction may properly be used as an aggravator.  Quoting its opinion in Ross v. State, 954 So.2d

968 (Miss.2007), the Gillett court rejected the precise claim advanced by Hutto as follows:

Relying primarily on Ring and Apprendi, [the defendant] maintains that the
use of the underlying felony of armed robbery as an aggravating circumstance
upon which the jury relied in returning a sentence was improper.  However,
evidence of the underlying crime can properly be used both to elevate the
crime to capital murder and as an aggravating circumstance.  See Bennett, 933
So.2d at 954; Goodin v. State, 787 So.2d 639, 654 (Miss.2001); Smith, 729
So.2d at 1223; Bell v. State, 725 So.2d 836, 859 (Miss.1998); Crawford v.
State, 716 So.2d 1028, 1049–50 (Miss.1998).  Furthermore, the United States
Supreme Court has held that there is no constitutional error in using the
underlying felony as the aggravator.  Lowenfield v. Phelps, 484 U.S. 231, 233,
108 S.Ct. 546, 98 L.Ed.2d 568 (1988).  The Supreme Court stated in Tuilaepa
v. California, 512 U.S. 967, 972, 114 S.Ct. 2630, 129 L.Ed.2d 750 (1994), that
“[t]he aggravating circumstances may be contained in the definition of the
crime or in a separate sentencing factor (or in both).”

The use of the underlying felony as an aggravator was not error.

Id. at 510 (¶119) (quoting Ross v. State, 954 So.2d 968, 1014 (¶120) (Miss. 2007)).

This issue is well-settled.  The Court has rejected Hutto’s argument, the “familiar ‘stacking’

argument,” in numerous cases.  Galloway v. State, 122 So. 3d 614, 680 (¶238) (Miss. 2013) (quoting

Wilcher v. State, 697 So.2d 1087, 1108 (Miss. 1997)); Loden v. State, 971 So.2d 548, 569 (Miss.

2007); Ross v. State, 954 so.2d 968, 1014 (Miss. 2007); Walker v. State, 671 So.2d 581, 612 (Miss.

1995).  Furthermore, the United States Supreme Court has held that the use of robbery as an

aggravator is not error.  See Lowenfield v. Phelps, 484 U.S. 231, 233, 108 S.Ct. 546, 98 L.Ed.2d 568

(1988);Tuilaepa v. California, 512 U.S. 967, 972, 114 S.Ct. 2630, 129 L.Ed.2d 750 (1994).  The trial

court committed no error in granting this instruction and the Appellant has failed to offer any

arguments or authority which would warrant revisiting the Court’s prior holdings on this issue.   Hutto
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is therefore entitled to no relief based on this assignment of error.

XIII. HUTTO’S SENTENCE OF DEATH IS NEITHER CONSTITUTIONALLY NOR
STATUTORILY DISPROPORTIONATE TO THE HEINOUS CRIME HE
COMMITTED.

Hutto contends that his sentence of death was constitutionally and statutorily disproportionate. 

The State submits that it was not.  As the Court held in Gillett v. State, 56 So.3d 469 (¶164) (Miss.

2010):

Mississippi Code Section 99–19–105(3)(c) requires this Court to determine
“[w]hether the sentence of death is excessive or disproportionate to the penalty
imposed in similar cases, considering both the crime and the defendant[.]”  Miss.
Code Ann. § 99–19–105(3)(c) (Rev.2007).  This Court has upheld the death penalty
in cases involving capital murders committed during the commission of a robbery.
See, e.g., Doss v. State, 709 So.2d 369 (Miss.1997); Evans v. State, 422 So.2d 737
(Miss.1982).  Moreover, this Court recently upheld the death penalty of Chamberlin
for committing the same crimes for which Gillett was convicted. Chamberlin, 989
So.2d 320 (Miss. 2008).  Therefore, we find that Gillett’s death sentence is neither
excessive nor disproportionate.

56 So.3d 469 (¶164) (Miss. 2010):

The State submits that Hutto’s sentence of death is neither excessive nor disproportionate. 

The record in the case sub judice shows that Hutto’s death sentence was not “imposed under the

influence of passion, prejudice, or any other arbitrary factor.”  See Goff v. State, 14 So.3d at 669.  The

jury in this case returned a verdict in the proper form that Hutto killed Ethel Winstead Simpson “in

the commission of robbery,” the “capital offense was especially heinous, atrocious and cruel,” and

“the defendant was previously convicted of a felony involving the use or threat of violence to the

person.”  T. 2646.  This claim is without merit.  Hutto is thus entitled to no relief.

XIV. HUTTO IS NOT ENTITLED TO RELIEF BASED ON CUMULATIVE ERROR AS
HE FAILS TO SHOW THAT A SINGLE ERROR OCCURRED. 

In his final claim, Hutto argues cumulative error warrants reversal of his conviction and

sentence.  The State submits that no trial occurred which would entitle the Appellant to the relief he
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seeks.  Each of Hutto’s assignments of error has been refuted by the substantial authority outlined

above.  Based on that authority, the State submits that Hutto’s assignments of error as presented in

this appeal are devoid of merit.  “Where there is no reversible error in any part, .... there is no

reversible error to the whole.”  Doss v. State, 709 So. 2d 369, 400 (Miss. 1997) (quoting McFee v.

State, 511 So. 2d 130, 136 (Miss. 1987)).  However, were the Court to find errors to exist, the State

submits that such errors are not substantial enough to warrant reversal.  This is not a case wherein 

“the aggregate effect of various errors . . . create[d] an atmosphere of bias, passion and prejudice that

. . . effectively den[ied] the defendant a fundamentally fair trial.”  McGilberry v. State, 741 So. 2d

894, 924 (Miss. 1999).  A criminal defendant is not entitled to a perfect trial, only a fair trial.  Id.

(citing Sand v. State, 467 So. 2d 907, 911 (Miss. 1985)).  The record reflects that Hutto received that

to which he was entitled- a fair trial.  This assignment of error is without merit.  
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CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, the State asks this honorable Court to affirm Hutto’s conviction of

capital murder and sentence of death.
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